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This thesis describes epitaxial growth and optical studies of 
semiconductor nanowires with particular focus on implications and 
materials for solar energy applications. I wish I could show you a 
photo of a large scale nanowire solar cell device. However, the path 
of science is long, and this thesis does not contain any nanowire 
solar cell devices. I can only hope that the research in this thesis will 
contribute in some part along the way.

This back cover, thus, I would like to dedicate to the internship at 
Gaia Solar, where I spent 4 months of my PhD studies. There, among 
other topics, I investigated building integrated photovoltaics, where 
performance losses due to aesthetic changes need to be evaluated. I 
learnt about the solar cell market, real life solar module performance 
and manufacturing choices and challenges. I even got an opportunity 
to make solar panels with my own hands. The figure above is a multi-
crystalline Si solar panel that I designed and made myself as a present 
from the company for my work there.

Me with a Si solar panel 
made at Gaia Solar.
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Preface 

In this thesis, my research on III-V semiconductor nanowires, including growth, 
optical characterization, and modeling of optical properties is presented. The 
contributions to the scientific field are contained in the articles and manuscripts 
included at the end of the thesis, whereas the chapters leading up to the papers 
give a scientific background and introduce the reader to the language and the field 
of the appended papers. Finally, before the introduction, you will find a popular 
science summary, where I attempted to give a taste of my research in more casual 
language, similar to what I have used during outreach presentations to general 
public and high school students. The short popular science summary gives just a 
quick overview of the topics I have worked with, whereas the extended summary 
gives more background, analogies, as well as details of my work and broader 
research area. I hope that all of you that open my thesis will find something of 
interest here. 
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Abstract 

This thesis deals with epitaxial growth and optical properties of semiconductor 
nanowires with implications and insights about materials for solar cells. The 
chapters leading up to the papers give a broader background and an introduction to 
the field and include nanowires and their synthesis, semiconductor properties, 
solar cell operational principles, light interaction with a nanowire array, and 
optical characterization of such arrays. 

The nanowires were grown from gold seed particles using metal organic vapor 
phase epitaxy. Growth of ternary GaInP nanowires has been developed with a 
triethylgallium precursor that has not been commonly used before for this material 
structure in nanowires. We have achieved high yield and wide composition range 
nanowires with high control, which will be a crucial element for development of 
tandem solar cells where a high band-gap GaInP nanowire array could be the top 
cell. 

In terms of optical properties, lifetimes and carrier dynamics are important 
parameters for optoelectronic devices, including solar cells. We have investigated 
surface passivation of nanowires by capping GaAs nanowires with in-situ grown 
shells, at the same time evaluating the possibility of measuring time-resolved 
photoluminescence signal of as-grown nanowires, even when the substrate is made 
of the same material. We have identified that depending on doping levels in the 
substrate and the nanowires, excitation wavelength can be chosen to separate 
nanowire signal from the substrate signal. Moreover, we have preliminary 
proposed a simple way to extract doping, which needs to be tested more 
extensively in the future. Such measurements of as-grown arrays could provide a 
fast and completely non-destructive characterization method for solar cell 
materials and allow further processing of the devices. 

Further, we have investigated reflectance and transmittance of flexible nanowire 
arrays embedded in a transparent polymer. Such flexible membranes could be 
interesting as flexible solar cells on their own, or could be incorporated on top of a 
lower band-gap material, for example silicon, to create a tandem solar cell. We 
have identified two potential issues with such structures. First of all, gold can 
absorb a significant fraction of the incoming light. The gold particles can be 
etched away, which recovers transmittance for the long wavelengths. However, a 
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resonant reflectance peak is then observed. Through our work, we have identified 
that in-plane array modes arise in nanowire arrays embedded in a polymer that 
lead to resonant reflectance or absorptance in weakly absorbing materials. Such 
effect would be detrimental for transmitting long wavelengths to the bottom cell. 
Thus, we have investigated how these resonances depend on geometry in order to 
give guidelines for controlling this effect. 
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Popular science short summary 

Nanoscience is rather a unifying concept over all disciplines than a specific branch 
of science. It simply refers to nanostructured materials and devices that are very 
small, thousand times smaller than the width of a human hair. This small size 
typically leads to a wide variety of new types of behavior, not observed in the 
large scale world. In that respect, any discipline can be combined with 
nanoscience, which leads to a variety of interdisciplinary projects where biology, 
medicine, material science, chemistry, and physics can meet on a daily basis. This 
thesis, however, focuses mostly on material science and physics, with particular 
emphasis on how light interacts with nanostructures and how what we learn could 
be useful for solar cells. 

Solar cells are devices that convert sunlight into electricity. When sunlight falls on 
a solar cell, the energy from the sunlight is given to the particles (electrons) inside 
the solar cell material. The energetic electrons move around until, ideally, they 
reach the contacts, where electricity can be extracted. However, different materials 
can efficiently convert only part of the sunlight to electricity. Thus, to increase the 
electricity obtained from the same area, we could try to combine different 
materials in a stack, where the top cell would absorb the highest energy (e.g., UV 
or blue part) of the sunlight, and allow the lower energies (e.g., red) of the sunlight 
to pass through unhindered to the lower cells. Thus, it is important to investigate 
how light would interact with different parts of a solar cell and optimize material 
quality to maximize collection of sunlight’s energy and its conversion to 
electricity. 

This thesis deals primarily with the creation and control of high quality 
nanostructured materials for solar cells and investigation of how light interacts 
with the material, which can be rather different for small structures as compared to 
the large objects that we are more used to. In this thesis, we focus on structures 
called nanowires, which are essentially just a specific geometric shape – a tiny rod 
with a diameter of 200 nanometers and ten times longer length in our case. We 
investigate these nanostructures due to their promise for reduced material 
consumption thanks to efficient light collection (think of a radio antenna that 
collects signal from a larger area), as well as easier integration of different 
materials, which is needed to create the stack of solar cells for maximizing energy 
generation. 
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With this work, we have highlighted some issues, proposed solutions and 
expanded the knowledge for nanowire growth, optical measurement methods and 
nanowire solar cells stacked on top of other solar cells. If you are curious to learn 
more about the wonderful world of nanoscience as well as get a glimpse of my 
work in a casual everyday language, then, I hope that the following popular 
science extended summary will answer some of your questions. 
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Popular science extended summary 

Researchers often focus on a specific, typically rather narrow, topic and dive into 
intricate depths of a problem in order to solve it or at least to gradually uncover 
some understanding. It happens rather often that when our curious friends and 
families would like to know more about our work, we suddenly lose the gift of 
speech. In the best case, we often mention an application, towards which we hope 
to contribute, which, in my case, is solar energy. I am always excited to talk about 
applications. However, behind the long term goal of solar cells lie a bunch of 
interesting concepts that I worked with, and I would not do justice to my work if I 
did not introduce some of those concepts as well. In this popular science summary, 
you will find my humble attempt to introduce, to all those curious minds that 
stumble upon my thesis, the beautiful world of nanoscience and give a short 
glimpse to my everyday work as well as larger goals I have been trying to reach. 

What is nano? 

Let’s start with nanoscience, which has become a popular buzzword. Nanoscience 
deals with all things small, in particular, at the nanometer scale. How small is it 
really, you ask? One way to think about it is to imagine that if we shrank the Earth 
by 100 million times, it would look like a football, and if we shrank it yet another 
100 million times, we would get down to the diameter of our DNA, which is just 2 
nanometers. As nice analogy as this is, most likely it only depicts that Earth is 
huge and nanometer is tiny, still not giving us a good picture of what the 
nanometer scale really means. However, this is part of the everyday life in 
nanoscience – working with objects that cannot be seen with our eyes. Think of a 
human hair, which is typically around 10-200 micrometers (0.01-0.2 mm) in 
diameter - this is still 1000 times larger than the nanometer scale we are talking 
about. Here, I would like to remind you that an atom, the building block of all the 
ordinary matter, is just around one tenth of a nanometer. Hence, the nanometer 
scale deals with objects composed of only tens to thousands of atoms across. Thus, 
researchers working in nanoscience need to rely on various tools to enable both 
visualization as well as manipulation of objects at such a small scale. 

In this thesis, I have worked with one type of nanostructures, called nanowires, 
which are essentially tiny rod like structures as you can see in Figure 1a (where 
they are arranged in a periodic array), but can also be a basis for more complicated 
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structure designs, such as nanotrees shown in Figure 1b (which I grew for a new 
concept of LEDs, outside the scope of this thesis). During my PhD studies, I have 
investigated how to create these tiny structures in a highly controlled way, 
analyzed what happens when light shines on such materials, and considered how 
to use the observed behaviors for improving solar cells. 

 

Figure 1. (a) A cross section view of a semiconductor nanowire array and (b) a nanotree array, 
obtained with a scanning electron microscope (described later). 

What is so interesting about this nano-stuff? 

The important thing to understand about nanostructures is that they are not just 
small, but also behave very differently due to their small size. One of the most 
common examples of nanostructures is gold or silver particles that have been used 
to create color in stained glass windows in churches for centuries. In order to 
understand the weird nature of nanoscience, let’s start from a piece of gold, with 
its well-known yellowish shiny color. If we cut the gold piece into two, it still 
looks the same and has the same properties – no surprises here. However, if we 
keep cutting the gold into smaller and smaller pieces, the color will start changing 
when we get down to the nanometer scale. Note that at the small scale, we are 
typically not talking about a single particle anymore, because we would not be 
able to see it by eye. Instead, we are talking about many particles incorporated in 
some other material, for example glass or liquid, which gains the color due to 
inclusion of these small particles. For example, if we mix gold particles in a liquid, 
we could see colors from blue to red and transparent depending on particle size, 
shape and light direction. The change in color indicates incredible changes in 
material properties and ability to control them just by changing the size and shape 
of material, rather than changing its chemical composition (as, for example, one 
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does with regular paint, where different chemical elements are mixed together to 
achieve a certain color). In order to understand how this happens, we can roughly 
compare the metal particle to a guitar string. Whether you play a guitar or not, you 
probably know that when you strike a string, the sound will depend on where you 
put your finger on the string, which effectively changes the length of the string that 
vibrates. This vibration of the string has a frequency (how fast the string vibrates 
up and down) that depends on the length of the string, and the tone of the sound is 
determined by this vibration frequency. In a somewhat similar manner, depending 
on the size of the metal particle, the light can make the electron cloud in the metal 
particle vibrate, and this vibration frequency will determine which color we see in 
the stained glass. 

A change in color, although with completely different physics (called quantum 
mechanics) behind, can also be achieved by semiconductor quantum dots (see 
Figure 2 for a photo). While semiconductors are a class of materials that I will talk 
about a little bit later, a quantum dot is essentially a special type of nanoparticle. 
Here, the quantum dots take in the energy of light and emit it back with a different 
color, specific to the material and the size of the particle. This is in contrast to 
metal particles, where the observed color is due to light that bounces off or passes 
through the material. Such quantum dots, as well as metal nanoparticles, are 
already used, for example, for medical imaging and quantum dot TV displays. 
Further, it is important to mention that nanostructures are on the biological scale of 
the building blocks of our bodies. Hence, designed nanostructures could efficiently 
interact with our cells and provide, for example, efficient drug delivery systems, 
implants and labs on a chip in the future. 

 

Figure 2. A photo of semiconductor (cadmium selenide, CdSe) quantum dots under ultraviolet light 
illumination. All the vials contain the same material, but the shapes and sizes of the particles in the 
solutions differ (e.g., green solution contains particles of size 4 nm x 4 nm x 4 nm, whereas the red one 
- 6 nm x 6 nm x 12 nm). 
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Talking of biology, nature showcases some truly amazing nanostructures itself. 
For example, some butterflies and also peacock feathers have nanostructures that 
interact with light rather differently due to their small size, than most everyday 
objects. Without nanostructures, the peacock feather would actually be simply 
brown due to pigment (just like the color of our skin depends on the amount of 
melanin)! To ease the discussion of the rough principle behind this behavior, let’s 
introduce two other common objects: a soap bubble, and a water puddle with oil 
on the street. I am sure you have seen and admired rainbow colors formed in both 
of them before, possibly even wondering why that happens. The concept is very 
well known in physics, and is called interference. The word itself, as you could 
guess from the regular phrase “to interfere” simply means that there is something 
else that gets in somebody’s way and interferes with what they are doing. Imagine 
two people pushing a car: if they both push the car in the same direction, it is 
called constructive interference – they are helping each other and their strength is 
combined. However, if they were to push the car from opposite sides with equal 
force – the car would not move anywhere because their strengths would cancel out 
and we would get what is called destructive interference. Although we are 
definitely not talking about cars in this thesis, it illustrates the concept of the 
constructive and destructive interference where two phenomena can add or 
subtract. 

To generalize the picture a little bit, think of the different pushing directions as 
positive and negative phenomena – in other parts of physics, the “negative” and 
“positive” does not always come from different directions. In this thesis, the term 
“interference” is used rather for light than for people pushing a car. Light can be 
described to consist of various colors, and each color has a property called 
wavelength (it is very closely related to frequency: for example, you might be used 
to microwave frequency to heat your food, which is also light, but with a very long 
wavelength of around ten centimeters compared to the visible light that has 
wavelengths in the range of a couple hundred nanometers). More mathematical 
definition follows from thinking of light as a sinusoidal wave, where the distance 
between two peaks, i.e., the oscillation period, is the wavelength. Armed with 
these new terms and analogies, we can now understand interference of light as two 
waves meeting each other. If the waves (might help to think of ocean waves) meet 
each other peak to peak – the wave becomes stronger since it becomes the sum of 
the two. However, if the peak meets a dip (negative “peak”) – they cancel each 
other out. In terms of light, we said that a wave corresponds to a color. Thus, if 
two waves add up, we see a more intense color, whereas if they cancel out, that 
color might disappear. In the case of a soap bubble, we have the outer and the 
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inner surface of the bubble with very small thickness of the actual soap layer. The 
light can bounce between these two surfaces, where different colors of the light 
bounce slightly differently, which affects whether the waves meet peak to peak or 
not. Some colors thus cancel out and we see some other colors enhanced. Finally, 
a change in thickness of the film leads to different colors. 

A similar effect is observed for our nanowire structures (Figure 3), where we 
initially see a shiny grey surface (Figure 3a), turning into a colorful pattern 
(Figure 3b) after nanowires are grown on that surface, due to light bouncing 
between the bottom and top of the nanowire array. Another related effect of light 
interacting with a periodic nanowire array can be seen in Figure 3c, where a green 
laser shines at a nanowire array and multiple spots appear on a tissue. This effect 
is well known for something called a diffractive grating (think of a CD, which is 
essentially lots of small hills and valleys to code ones and zeroes in), and occurs 
due to the presence of a periodic pattern of material with gaps in between, exactly 
like what we have with a nanowire array. If we shine the laser light at the sample 
in Figure 3a without the nanowires, we see just a single spot of light bounced off 
the sample. Hence, even though we cannot see nanowires themselves, we can 
deduce their presence and some properties from their interaction with light. 
Understanding how light interacts with such nanowire arrays forms a large part of 
this thesis. 

 

Figure 3. Photos of (a) samples without nanowires, (b) samples with nanowires creating colors, and (c) 
a pattern of multiple dots created by shining a green laser on a sample with nanowires. 

So far, I have focused on introducing nanoscience examples related to light. 
However, nanoscience is a very multidisciplinary area that deals with everything 
that is on a small scale. Thus, there are many more exciting applications of 
nanoscience, such as nanoparticles used in water/dirt resistive coatings, sunscreen, 
paint, or even in a Spiderman costume (inspired by a gecko lizard with feet that 
can stick to surfaces so strongly that it can walk on ceilings). Finally, one of the 
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biggest areas, where you already are using nanotechnology every day, is 
transistors (the building blocks of computers) and data storage, which are all based 
on extremely small features in order to provide those powerful devices that fit into 
your pockets. 

Nanowires, in particular, are just a specific shape of nanostructures, where their 
geometry leads to benefits for a rather broad range of possible applications. 
Nanowires could be used to scale down transistors even further, make small lasers, 
LEDs, solar cells with reduced material usage, various detectors and sensors, and 
the list goes on. 

Semiconductors? 

Having realized that nanowire is really just a specific geometry, we can come back 
to the title of the thesis, to notice that it says “III-V semiconductor nanowires”. 
The fact that I have worked with semiconductor materials underlines the whole 
thesis: from the way we make the nanowires and measure them to what 
applications they could be suitable for. Simply speaking, a semiconductor (for 
example, silicon, denoted by its chemical element symbol Si) is a material that has 
electrical conductivity between that of a conductor (metal) and an insulator (e.g., 
plastic casing of your electrical cables). In addition, semiconductor material 
properties depend on electricity, heat, light, etc., in such a way that by choice of 
materials, operating conditions and some additional material engineering, we can 
adjust its behavior to our needs. For example, a semiconductor transistor contains 
a gate (can be compared to a water dam), which has “on” and “off” states (dam 
lifted up or shut closed) that control whether electricity goes through or not. Thus, 
semiconductors allow creating sort of “traffic rules” for electricity, and are 
essential components of most electronic circuits. 

Aside from the electronics and vast range of other applications, semiconductors 
are one of the main materials used for creating solar cells. Solar cells made from 
III-V semiconductor materials have consistently been the highest efficiency solar 
cells demonstrated, with the current highest efficiency of 46% [1], where III-V 
essentially narrows down the list of materials that we are talking about. The III-V 
semiconductor indicates that the material is made of a periodically repeated 
structure made of two types of atoms from chemical element table: group III atoms 
(e.g., gallium, Ga, or indium, In) and group V atoms (e.g., phosphorus, P, or 
arsenic, As). Combining different atoms together allows us to control various 
properties of the solar cells. In addition to III-V semiconductor solar cells, I should 
mention Si, which is actually in group IV of the chemical element table. This 
material has been developed for a long time, has manufacturing infrastructure 
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around the world, and is relatively cheap, which is why silicon solar cells 
dominate the solar energy market (in 2017, Si solar cells amounted to 95% of total 
production [2]), despite them being not the most efficient ones (current highest 
efficiency Si cell in the lab is 26.7% [1], while the average commercial Si module 
efficiencies are around 17% [2]). 

How does a solar cell work? 

As we all might know, a solar cell converts sunlight into electricity, but how does 
it actually work? For semiconductor solar cells, this behavior is enabled by a 
fundamental property of a semiconductor – the ability to absorb light that falls on 
the solar cell. What we mean by “absorption” is that when light falls on the solar 
cell, the energy contained in the light gets transferred into the material, and, more 
specifically, into the particles (electrons) inside the material. The electrons get 
excited with the extra energy and, provided suitable conditions, move towards the 
electrical contacts where they get collected and generate electricity. 

In order to make a good solar cell, we need to be able to collect (absorb) as much 
light as possible and direct the created electrons towards the contacts. For this 
goal, we can use semiconductor properties to design a solar cell with certain 
“traffic rules” for how light interacts with the solar cell and where the electrons go. 

Why would you make a nanowire solar cell? 

Silicon is a cheap material that dominates the solar energy market, so why would 
we spend time researching new types of solar cells? The answer is mostly that we 
want higher efficiency, which means getting out more power using the same area. 
There are many scientists around the world working towards this goal, as well as 
towards making even cheaper solar cells, or solar cells designed for specific 
applications, where aesthetic design and additional functions could be also 
important (for example solar cells integrated in buildings, wearable electronics, 
cars, etc.). 

Nanowires are promising for high efficiency solar cells due to two main benefits 
that stem from their small dimensions. First, the nanowires can absorb light very 
efficiently (think about radio antennas that gather signal from a larger area), 
without needing to cover the whole surface with material, thus leading to reduced 
material consumption. Second, it is much easier to combine different materials in 
small size as compared to the traditional large blocks of material. This is very 
important for achieving high efficiency solar cells, since every specific material 
can only absorb a certain fraction of the incoming sunlight, and even then only 
part of it will be efficiently converted to electricity (the other part will result in 
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heating up and some other processes). Thus, it becomes crucial to stack different 
materials on top of each other, making so called multi-junction or tandem 
structures that collect solar energy more efficiently and convert it to electricity 
efficiently. In such a stack, the traffic rules will dictate that the highest energy 
light (e.g., UV and blue) will be absorbed by the solar cell at the top and the lower 
energy light (e.g., red) by the lower cells. 

How do you make the nanowires? 

The ways to make things can be categorized into top-down and bottom-up 
approaches. A top-down approach is when a sculptor takes a stone and carves a 
figure out of it. In principle, we could make the nanowires in the same way, as 
after all, a nanowire on its own is just a geometric shape. However, our way of 
building nanostructures is more like building a house, or playing with Lego. It can 
even be compared to how growth in nature starts by putting a seed to the ground 
and then providing right conditions of sun, water and nutrients. This approach is 
called bottom-up and allows higher control of material properties, while at the 
same time reducing the amount of materials needed. 

In particular, to grow nanowires in our laboratory, we start from a so called 
substrate of a semiconductor material, which is essentially a “big” flat and grey 
looking piece of material, as shown by the photo in Figure 3a and electron 
microscope (i.e., magnified) image in Figure 4, left. We coat this substrate with 
light sensitive materials and use the top-down approach to sculpt out openings in a 
repeated pattern, optimized for solar cell performance. After evaporating some 
gold everywhere, we can use different chemicals to get rid of the coatings. In such 
a way, we are left with a periodic array of gold particles on the semiconductor 
substrate (Figure 4, middle). We can place such substrate in a growth reactor 
(Figure 5), which essentially is a very sophisticated version of an oven where 
pipes with control valves are used to adjust how much and what gases are sent into 
the reactor. We grow nanowires using different gases that mix only in the oven 
when they reach the surface, instead of using ingredients already mixed into dough 
as one would do when baking. When we increase the temperature and let the gases 
into the reactor, the gases (made of molecules, which are in turn made out of 
atoms) would like to land on the surface and attach the constituent atoms to 
already existing material (grow a crystal) to minimize energy. The gold particle, 
however, acts as a preferred site for the crystal to form. The material from gas 
form mixes with the gold particle, which becomes a liquid alloy. When the particle 
saturates, it cannot accept more material and thus the material is expelled to form a 
solid crystal underneath the particle (for comparison, imagine adding sugar into  
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Figure 4. Schematic and corresponding scanning electron microscope images of the nanowire growth 
process starting with (1) a clean substrate, on which we (2) deposit gold, and then (3) grow nanowires. 

 

Figure 5. Photos of the growth equipment, the growth reactor, and me in lab clothes for sample 
preparation before growth. 
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coffee – it melts in the coffee at first, but when there is too much sugar, it will 
settle down at the bottom as a solid sugar). This leads to material growing only 
under the gold particles, thus creating these cylindrical shapes (Figure 4, right), 
where the length depends on how long we keep the gases on. 

If they are so small, how can we see them? 

As I said earlier, we work with structures that are not seen by eye, which strictly 
means that we cannot resolve the tiny nanowires: if there was a single nanowire – 
you would not think there was anything there, whereas with a lot of them arranged 
together, you could see a dark color because of how light interacts with them. One 
might then wonder - how do we know that the nanowires are there, and what 
properties they have? A large part of my PhD was using various tools that allow 
seeing and characterizing this small scale world. You are most likely familiar with 
an optical microscope. However, a regular optical microscope can only help you 
see things down to maybe a few hundred nanometers in size, which is usually not 
enough to get required information about our structures. Instead of an optical 
microscope, we use electron microscopes, which are in principle quite similar to 
optical microscopes, but have magnetic fields instead of optical glass lenses to 
focus electrons instead of light. Most of the images in this thesis are taken by such 
electron microscopes. See Figure 6 for comparison of how a single nanowire looks 
like in an optical microscope and two types of electron microscopes. Optical 
microscope, in Figure 6a, only allows us to identify location of a specific 
broken-off nanowire, which helps for performing different measurements on the 
same nanowire. It could also be used to check for some irregularities in patterns. 
Figure 6b, on the other hand, allows us to see the shape and size of every nanowire 
as well as, in some cases, contrast between different materials. Transmission 
electron microscope (Figure 6c) provides the highest magnification that allows us 
to see how the crystal is formed from layers of atoms, where some microscopes 
can resolve even single atoms. It can also be used to identify what mixture of 
elements the nanowire is made of. 

In addition to getting a physical image of the object, there are many other 
characterization tools that allow us to learn about specific properties of the 
material. For example, one might use x-rays to learn about material composition, 
i.e., the fraction of different elements that the material is made of. Or one could 
add electrical contacts and see what happens when electricity is sent through the 
material (if it is an LED, we could measure the light that comes out for example). 
Alternatively, one could shine light on the sample and see what happens 
afterwards, where typically some light comes out again and can be measured. 
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Figure 6. Broken-off nanowires with three different microscopy techniques: (a) a dark field optical 
microscope image where single nanowires are marked by red squares, (b) a scanning electron 
microscope image, and (c) a transmission electron microscope image zoomed-in to a small part of a 
nanowire. 

So what has my work really been about? 

As I tried to get across with the paragraphs so far, my work has been focused on 
working with nanostructures: creating and controlling them, preparing them for 
different experiments, using various tools to allow seeing or describing the 
properties of such materials. I have also tinkered with trying to compute how 
nanostructures in certain geometries would react to light. This section will thus 
attempt to give a bit more detailed account of the results I obtained that are 
contained in the articles included at the end of this thesis. 

Growth of nanowires 

The basics of the nanowire growth that I described earlier, hopefully, sound nice 
and simple; one might even say that it is a piece of cake! However, just like baking 
a cake, not all nanowire samples turn out the way you want and it takes a lot of 
experience and trial and error to adjust the ratios of the different gases, the 
materials used, temperature, pressure, growth time and so on in order to make 
exactly what you want. Understanding how every different adjustment influences 
the growth is then an extra step, which is extremely complicated because multiple 
processes can occur at the same time. As a simplified example, imagine you have 
a recipe of lemon curd, which contains eggs, butter, sugar, and lemon juice to 
produce a sort of thick jam-like spread. Let’s say after a few tries you managed to 
make it, but maybe you want it to be more sour? So you add some lemon juice, but 
suddenly the lemon curd is not thickening anymore! You could add some sugar 
and egg and butter again to make it thicken, but then it will be sweet again. But 
maybe it would thicken with just addition of egg without sugar? Or maybe we can 
add cornstarch? Or heat it more? This gives a very simplified picture of growth in 
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the lab where one tries to understand which parameters affect which properties in 
order to obtain exactly what is needed. 

One of my papers [Paper II] deals exactly with that – optimizing growth of 
nanowires with specific properties and trying to understand how different 
parameters affect the growth. For a while, we have faced a problem that for a 
material called GaInP, which is well suited to be a top cell in a tandem solar cell 
(remember, we want to stack different materials on top of each other, where each 
material will take a part of the solar energy), some of our nanowires grow very 
differently than others. We called them ultra-long nanowires, because they tended 
to be several times longer than the others. Such nanowires had poor properties and 
could completely destroy solar cell performance. In order to get rid of them, I have 
investigated growth where a different type of gas was used to provide the same 
atoms for the nanowires. The new type of gas turned out to work much better, and 
I went on to investigate what happens to the nanowires when temperature is 
changed and the ratios of the different gases are varied. Analyzing the data then 
led to a deeper understanding of how the growth of the nanowires proceeds, 
which, in turn, resulted in a higher control of growth to design nanowires with 
desired properties. 

Optical studies 

I have mentioned before that in order to learn about the materials we make, one 
can shine light on the sample to see what happens. I also mentioned that 
semiconductor materials are special in the way they interact with light, which then 
defines methods that can be used to measure and analyze the materials. In one of 
my papers [Paper II], I investigated what happens to the material on extremely fast 
timescale just after light hits the sample. When light hits the sample, it gives its 
energy to electrons that get excited and start moving around. However, everything 
that gets excited should calm down at some point and go back to a balanced, 
relaxed situation. The measuring technique used in this paper, in principle, allows 
extracting information about how quickly these electrons calm down and also in 
which way they calm down, i.e., where the energy goes to. This is especially 
important for solar cells, where we want to keep the electrons excited long enough 
so that the energy would travel through the sample into the electrical circuit. The 
difficulty with such optical measurements, however, is that the measurement is 
indirect and there can be many complex processes and components that contribute 
to the measured signal. For example, in this paper, we have faced a challenge of 
telling apart the signal of the nanowires and the substrate on which the nanowires 
were grown, because both of them were made from the same material. We have 
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identified certain settings for the experiments that allowed distinguishing the two 
signals. Such possibility could be important for getting information about solar 
cells during their production without damaging the sample in any way. 

The last two papers also deal with how light interacts with the nanowires. 
However, in this case, we were interested in nanowires embedded in a polymer 
membrane (a sort of transparent, flexible plastic). This configuration is important 
for making flexible solar cells as well as to transfer the nanowires from the 
substrate they were grown on to other, cheaper, or more beneficial surfaces, for 
example on a silicon solar cell in order to get an even higher power from the same 
area. In Paper III, we have measured how light bounces off, travels through, and 
gets absorbed in such a nanowire membrane. We found out that the gold particles 
used for growth of nanowires are detrimental to the optical properties and should 
be removed after growth. However, after removing the gold particles, we have 
observed another issue – suddenly some of the light reflected (bounced back) from 
the sample more efficiently than could have been expected. In order to understand 
what was happening, we turned to numerical calculations and modeling of the 
system [Paper IV]. Remember our discussion about light bouncing between the 
two surfaces of a soap bubble? In this case, we have the plastic, as well as the 
periodic array of the nanowires, where light can travel along the nanowires, or it 
can bounce between the top and bottom surfaces in such a way that it can look like 
light is travelling perpendicular to the nanowires. In the end, depending on 
geometry and material parameters, the different waves can interact in such ways as 
to enhance absorption or reflection of the light. Thus, through this work, we have 
provided some guidelines for design of the nanowire arrays, especially when they 
should be used as a top cell in a tandem solar cell configuration. 

Finally, to summarize this thesis in a simplified picture, let’s turn to the image of 
traffic. Think of a semiconductor nanowire as an object, where, by picking 
materials and geometry, we can create a set of traffic rules for both light and 
electricity. During my PhD studies, I have attempted to get a grasp of these traffic 
rules as well as see if we can design better ones. In terms of bigger motivation, all 
of the work presented in this thesis has been done with solar energy in sight. In 
more technical description, the work presented in this thesis has contributed 
towards three areas: (i) the optimization of growth with a new gas precursor that 
reduces material consumption and allows easier control of high quality growth; (ii) 
investigation of optical properties of nanowires as well as optical methods for 
measuring them; and (iii) numerical calculations and deeper understanding of light 
interaction with nanowires in a membrane, which is particularly relevant for 
flexible or tandem solar cells. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Nanowires 

Semiconductor nanowires are tiny rod like single crystalline structures that are not 
resolved by the naked eye (Figure 1.1). Thus, various imaging and spectroscopy 
techniques play a crucial role in understanding their properties. In more technical 
terms, nanowires are high aspect ratio nanostructures with a radial scale of a few 
to a few hundred nanometers and lengths on the order of micrometers and display 
geometry dependent properties due to their small size and unique structure. 

 

Figure 1.1. (a) A photograph of several samples with nanowires on native growth substrates. The 
nanowires are grown on a semiconductor substrate in a periodic array, which diffracts the incoming 
light as well as creates interference effects, which, together, result in different colors visible in the 
image. The grey patches correspond to defect areas where pattern was not transferred and hence 
nanowires were not grown. (b) A scanning electron microscope image of nanowires acquired by 
cleaving the sample and looking at the cross-section. 

Research of semiconductor nanowires can be traced back to the studies on the 
vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth of whiskers of silicon (Si) and other materials in 
1960’s and 1970’s [3-7]. At first, most research focused on understanding the 
growth mechanism and morphology of such whiskers. Then, three major 
breakthroughs happened in 1990s and early 2000s that sparked the nanowire 
research field of today: (i) epitaxial growth of p-n junctions within nanowires [8], 
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(ii) control of both diameter and length of nanowires during growth [9-13], and 
(iii) growth of defect-free lattice-mismatched heterostructures that would not be 
possible in the conventional bulk materials [14-17]. These major breakthroughs, 
together with other benefits due to unique nanowire geometry, gave rise to the 
interest in using nanowires for various applications, which in turn increased the 
research efforts on the fundamental properties of the nanowires. During the past 20 
years, research has branched out into many areas and remarkable progress has 
been achieved, which is reflected in the increase of the number of articles 
published on the topic of nanowires in general (Figure 1.2). It is important to 
realize here that the special properties of nanowires originate purely from their 
geometry, and thus geometry benefits can be combined with various materials as 
well as applied as a new platform for numerous bulk devices, which thus reflects 
in the large number of publications for the keyword “nanowire*”. In this thesis, we 
focus on a narrower field of nanowires - III-V semiconductor nanowires and, in 
particular, nanowire arrays with dimensions suitable for solar cells. 

 

Figure 1.2. Number of papers published on the topic of nanowires. The search was performed with the 
keyword “nanowire*” in the Web of Science on 6th of July 2018. 

In general, semiconductor nanowires show promise for various future electronics 
and optoelectronics applications within life-sciences, renewable energy and 
information technology, as well as miniaturization of devices into the nanoscale, 
which is currently of high interest in many areas, and especially for transistors 
[18,19].The large surface area of the nanowires results in high potential for 
sensitive detectors, for example, label-free, real-time, selective detectors of a wide 
range of chemical and biological species [20,21]. The nanowire crystal structure 
and degree of quantum confinement can be tailored during growth to alter the band 
structure, suggesting promising optoelectronic applications as well as an 
interesting platform for fundamental studies. Tunable nanowire dimensions and 
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flexible choice of heterostructure materials due to efficient strain relaxation via the 
free surface are particularly promising for optoelectronic applications such as 
lower cost, efficient solar cells, light emitting diodes, detectors, and single 
nanowire lasers. 

1.2 Solar cells 

In 2015, around 160 000 TWh of energy was produced globally [22], whereas 
about 120 000 TWh of energy is received by Earth from the sun every hour [23]. 
Despite the abundance and versatility of solar energy, we use only a small fraction 
of it: roughly 500 TWh was produced in 2017 by photovoltaics (PV), which 
represents only about 2% of the world electricity demand [24], although some 
countries have rapidly reached significant percentages. This indicates a vast 
untapped potential of solar energy that can play a central role in reducing fossil 
fuel consumption, where PV is one of the approaches to harvest this solar energy. 
Currently, most of the terrestrial solar cell market is based on single junction 
planar solar cells, almost completely dominated by Si solar cells [2,25]. Single p-n 
junction solar cells, however, are limited by the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit [26] 
to about 33% PV energy conversion efficiency under 1-sun at 300 K  (assuming 
perfect absorption where 1 photon generates 1 electron-hole (e-h) pair, and a 
perfect black body emission to the top side with no emission to the bottom side). 
The origin of the main losses as well as the basic operation principles and main 
parameters of the solar cells, together with some approaches for reaching higher 
efficiencies, will be discussed in Section 2.2, whereas here, main benefits of 
nanowires are introduced that make them a promising platform for high efficiency 
and low cost solar cells [23,27-31]. 

As we have seen in Section 1.1, nanowires offer a variety of benefits as well as 
possibilities to investigate new physics and tune some material properties. In terms 
of solar cells, the most important and interesting properties of nanowires are 
probably the geometry-tunable resonant absorption [29,32-37] (Chapter 4), and 
efficient strain relaxation via the free surface [16,17,38]. 

As nanowire dimensions are below visible wavelengths, geometrical optics does 
not apply, and wave optics description has to be used when considering light 
interaction with the nanowire arrays [34,39,40] (see Section 4.2). This leads to the 
benefit of tunable absorption resonances, which, together with anti-reflecting 
properties of nanowire arrays, enhances the ability of nanowires to efficiently 
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absorb light – a property that is crucial for optoelectronic devices such as detectors 
and solar cells. Indeed, the promise and progress of III-V semiconductor 
nanowires for PV has been demonstrated by numerous research groups [31,40-51]. 
In particular, high efficiency epitaxially grown InP [40,50] and GaAs [41] 
nanowire solar cells have been reported with nanowires covering only a fraction of 
the substrate surface while still showing bulk-like photocurrent generation [40]. 

The second important benefit of nanowires for solar cells is efficient strain 
relaxation via the free surface due to the low dimensional nature of the nanowires 
[16,17,38]. In monolithic bulk solar cells, the layer by layer growth of different 
materials is limited by the matching of the lattice parameters. If the lattice 
parameters differ too greatly, the material becomes strained, which leads to defect 
formation that can diminish the optical quality of the material and reduce 
efficiency of the solar cell. In nanowires, strain relaxation can allow a combination 
of normally incompatible lattice-mismatched materials for optimal functionality. 
This is particularly important for solar cells as their efficiency is ultimately limited 
by the balance between absorption and emission, which results in a 1-sun SQ limit 
of 33% if a single band-gap solar cell is used. A common way to go beyond this 
SQ limit is to combine several band-gaps into one cell. Due to efficient strain 
relaxation, nanowires could allow a more flexible choice of materials in order to 
optimize solar cell efficiency. 

Additional important aspect of the nanowires is the large surface to volume ratio, 
which can be good for surface-functionalized sensors, but can be bad for solar 
cells. For example, GaAs is known to have a high surface recombination velocity 
[52], which can be detrimental for the optoelectronic quality of the material 
[42,53-55]. Specifically, high surface recombination velocity can reduce minority 
carrier lifetime, which typically leads to a reduction in the open circuit voltage 
[54,55]. Furthermore, surface recombination can in some cases prevent separation 
of photogenerated e-h pairs, which would reduce the short circuit current [54,55]. 
Compared to bulk solar cells, this problem is further enhanced in nanowires due to 
the larger surface to volume ratio. A common way to improve the surface quality 
of GaAs nanowires is by passivating them with an epitaxial shell grown around the 
GaAs core [56-68]. Paper II, included at the end of this thesis, investigates optical 
measurements of such core-shell nanowire arrays. 

Even though nanowire solar cells are still in research phase, several nanowire 
properties and research directions show promise for reducing the cost of nanowire 
solar cell production. First, efficient absorption leads to reduced material 
consumption as compared to planar III-V solar cells [29,37,40,69]. Second, 
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efficient strain relaxation as well as in some cases preferential nucleation under 
assisting particle provide opportunity to grow nanowires directly on low-cost 
abundant material substrates, which can also allow for better integration with other 
devices [70,71]. Third, embedding the nanowires into a polymer and peeling them 
off from the substrate allows both flexible devices and reuse of expensive III-V 
substrate, which could substantially reduce material consumption and cost [31,72-
74]. Finally, aerotaxy, a gas phase nanowire growth technique, shows potential for 
high-throughput of nanowires completely without using expensive growth 
substrates, which may enable low-cost fabrication of high quality nanowire-based 
devices on an industrial scale [75,76]. 

1.3 Developing nanowires for solar cells 

This thesis deals with epitaxial growth and optical properties of dense III-V 
semiconductor nanowire arrays with a focus towards applications in PV. Thus, 
Chapter 2 provides a short summary of most relevant concepts in semiconductor 
physics and solar cell operational principles. 

In order to make a good solar cell, we need to consider both manufacturing 
limitations and optimal designs in terms of optical and electrical properties. A 
good solar cell should absorb light efficiently, and convert absorbed solar energy 
to electricity by efficiently splitting the photogenerated carriers. 

The most successful bottom-up grown nanowire solar cells so far have been 
synthesized by gold (Au) catalyzed VLS mechanism in a metal organic vapor 
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) system [40,41,50]. The position of the Au particles and 
thus position, as well as to a large extent diameter, of the nanowires has been 
defined via a nano imprint lithography (NIL) technique (see Section 3.2.1 and 
Refs. [70,77]). Although aerotaxy [75,76] promises a cheaper and faster method 
for producing nanowires with control over array geometry afterwards during 
alignment process, the method is still under optimization and development. Hence, 
in this thesis, we focus on the VLS grown nanowires in MOVPE [Papers I-III]. 
Chapter 3 contains a summary of main concepts of MOVPE for nanowire array 
synthesis, as well as description of the growth process and some steps in sample 
preparation. Growth of ternary GaInP nanowires has been discussed in detail in 
Paper I, where high yield and composition control has been obtained, which is 
needed for development of a top cell in a tandem solar cell configuration. 
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The high control of array geometry, provided by the NIL, is used for optimizing 
light interaction with the nanowire array, which is discussed in Chapter 4. In 
particular, reflection, transmission and absorption of light in III-V nanowire arrays 
embedded in a polymer and relevant for tandem solar cell applications have been 
investigated experimentally in Paper III, and theoretically in Paper IV. In these 
articles, we have observed resonant optical effects in non-absorbing wavelength 
region that could be detrimental for tandem solar cell applications. We have 
analyzed the origin of such effects and proposed directions of geometry design in 
order to avoid them. 

In addition to the absorption of light, lifetimes and carrier dynamics are also 
important parameters for optoelectronic devices, including solar cells. Time 
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) (section 5.3.2) can be used to evaluate 
lifetime of the carriers, which can provide information about the materials and 
surface quality. In Paper II, we have investigated the possibility of measuring 
TRPL signal of as-grown nanowires, even when the substrate is made of the same 
materials. We have identified that depending on doping levels in the substrate and 
the nanowires, excitation wavelength can be chosen to separate nanowire signal 
from the substrate signal. Such measurements of as-grown arrays could provide a 
fast and completely non-destructive characterization method for solar cell 
materials and allow further processing of the devices. Furthermore, doping is the 
most common way to control carrier splitting in semiconductor solar cells, and in 
Paper II, we have preliminary proposed TRPL as a non-destructive method for 
measuring doping levels in nanowires, including nominally intrinsic nanowires 
with low level of doping that can be cumbersome to measure with other 
non-destructive optical methods. 

In addition to the TRPL, various other characterization techniques are used to 
develop solar cells and the main techniques used in the included papers are 
described in Chapter 5. In this thesis, characterization has been done on nominally 
intrinsic nanowires, in order to understand material and optical properties that can 
be tuned for improving and understanding behavior of materials meant as a 
platform for solar cells. 

Finally, Chapter 6 provides an overview of the results discussed in the included 
papers.
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2 Basic semiconductor physics 
and solar cell operation 

The fact that I have worked with semiconductor materials carries through the 
whole thesis from the way we make the nanowires and measure their properties to 
the way devices work. Thus, in this chapter, we cover some fundamental 
background physics that is most relevant to the scope of this thesis. It includes a 
short overview of the most important semiconductor concepts in Section 2.1 and a 
glimpse to solar cell basics in Section 2.2. 

2.1 Semiconductors 

Semiconductors are the foundation of the electronic industry as well as many other 
devices that we use every day [78]. Light emitting diodes, solar cells, transistors, 
motion sensors, cameras, gas detectors, and lasers are but a few examples of 
devices that would not be possible without the knowledge of semiconductors. A 
semiconductor is essentially a material with properties between those of an 
insulator and a metal (conductor). By choosing the type of atoms and the order in 
which they are arranged (see Section 2.1.1 for crystal structure), we can affect a 
semiconductor's band structure (see Section 2.1.2), which governs the most 
important optical, as well as, to some extent, electrical, properties of the 
semiconductor. Band-gap, in particular, is an important parameter of the band 
structure that can be tuned by material composition in order to adjust fundamental 
properties of a semiconductor, such as its conductivity, light absorption and 
emission. Materials with zero band-gap are metals or semimetals, while those with 
an energy gap larger than 3-4 eV are often classified as insulators [79,80]. 

It should be mentioned that semiconductors can be either crystalline or amorphous 
solids, where a crystalline solid implies a periodic arrangement of its constituents, 
whereas amorphous solids lack long-range periodic order [81]. In this thesis, we 
focus on epitaxially grown crystalline semiconductors. 
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2.1.1 Crystal structure 

The stable crystal structure of most III-V bulk semiconductors is zinc-blende (ZB), 
which is a face-centered-cubic lattice structure with two different atoms at each 
basis point (if the two atoms are the same, then it is called a diamond lattice) [81]. 
The nitride based materials are an exception and are stable in wurtzite (WZ) 
crystal structure, which is a hexagonal-close-packed lattice structure with two 
different atoms at each basis point. The WZ and ZB crystal structures are actually 
quite similar if we compare them along the cubic [111]  and hexagonal [0001] 
directions, which are equivalent and correspond to the typical growth direction of 
nanowires. Along this direction, both crystals are made of bi-layers that are 
equivalent from crystallographic point of view, and only the stacking sequence 
differs. Thus, a common way to illustrate the two crystal structures is by denoting 
the stacking sequence of the bi-layers A, B, C of III-V atom pairs. In such a 
picture, WZ has stacking sequence ABAB… along the [0001] direction, whereas 
ZB is expressed by ABCABC… along the [111]  direction. Misplacement of bi-
layers results in defects as well as alternating crystal structures. III-V nanowires, 
unlike their bulk counterparts, allow both crystal structures and have a tendency to 
grow in a mixed WZ/ZB crystal structure [82-85]. Under specific growth 
conditions, however, it is possible to achieve nanowires with a desired single 
crystal phase, or controlled crystal structure heterostructures [85-89]. 

As the electronic band structure (Section 2.1.2) and thus many semiconductor 
properties depend on the crystal structure of the material, the ability to manipulate 
crystal structure of nanowires allows band engineering and control of 
optoelectronic properties [84,86,90-92]. This can lead to advanced structure 
designs as well as open up for investigations of fundamental physics. 

2.1.2 Band structure 

The property which distinguishes semiconductors from other materials concerns 
the behavior of their electrons and, in particular, the existence of gaps in their 
electronic excitation spectra [79]. The behavior of electrons in a solid is most 
conveniently specified in terms of the electronic band structure, which is also a 
convenient way to illustrate processes occurring in a semiconductor. For an 
overview of band structure formation, Claus Klingshirn, Semiconductor Optics, 
Ch. 8 [80] is recommended, whereas here, we discuss some key concepts and 
parameters related to common representation of the band structure. 
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A representation of a simplified semiconductor band structure with two bands is 
shown in Figure 2.1a. The band that is completely filled with electrons at 0 KT =  
is called the valence band (VB), while the empty band is called the conduction 
band (CB). The situation at 0 KT >  will be described in Section 2.1.4. Between 
the CB and the VB lies the forbidden gap, where no stationary electron states 
exist. The width of this forbidden gap is called the band-gap g( )E  and is one of 
the most important properties of a semiconductor. In addition to the band-gap 
value, which is the smallest distance between the band extrema, the band-gap is 
classified as either direct or indirect. A direct band-gap semiconductor is indicated 
in Figure 2.1a and defined via its band structure where the CB minimum and VB 
maximum are aligned in k-space, where k is crystal momentum, and thus k-space 
is momentum space. This k-space is often referred to as reciprocal space, in which 
a reciprocal lattice (the Fourier transform of the direct lattice) exists. For an 
indirect band-gap semiconductor, the CB minimum is offset from the VB 
maximum, as illustrated in Figure 2.1b. In this case, to absorb a photon with 
energy close to the band-gap, additional momentum needs to be provided. This is 
typically achieved by lattice vibrations that can be described by particles called 
phonons. The indirect band-gap transition thus involves an additional particle, 
which makes the absorption weak in comparison to that in the direct band-gap 
semiconductors. 

 

Figure 2.1. Common representation of simplified (a) direct and (b) indirect band-gap semiconductor 
band structures in k-space showing parabolic conduction (CB) and valence (VB) bands, and (c) a band 
diagram in real-space where only the band edges are drawn. All figures illustrate absorption of a high 
energy photon (blue), thermalisation of the created e-h pair by emission of phonons (black), and a 
subsequent radiative recombination with emission of a band-gap energy photon (red). The indirect 
transitions require assistance by phonons, as illustrated by the black arrows. Vertical axis corresponds 
to energy and is common for all figures. 
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In a direct band-gap semiconductor, photons with energy higher than the band-gap 
are strongly absorbed. When a high energy photon is absorbed, an electron is 
excited from the VB to the CB (leaving a hole behind in the VB) and an electron-
hole (e-h) pair is created. (Note that while absorption of lower energy photons 
could be possible via different mechanisms, it is often weak and gives negligible 
creation of e-h pairs.) This electron (hole) then has kinetic energy, which is 
quickly dissipated by phonon scattering as the electron (hole) thermalizes to the 
bottom (top) of the CB (VB). Such thermalisation process usually occurs on a 
timescale much faster than any recombination processes. Hence, the band edges 
are often most important for the optical and transport properties. Thus, instead of a 
band structure, a band diagram is often used, as shown in Figure 2.1c. It is 
important to note that a band structure is drawn in the k-space, whereas a band 
diagram is drawn in the real space (x) where possible spatial variation of the CB 
minimum and the VB maximum is shown. The vertical axis is common to the two 
representations and indicates energy levels, where, in particular, the CB edge 
energy level C( )E  and the VB edge energy level V( )E  are worth mentioning as 
the band-gap is given by g C V.E E E= −  

Band structure engineering and modifications 

Since the band structure formation stems from the periodicity of the crystal, 
modifications of the crystal also change the band structure and the connected 
properties. In Section 2.1.1, the idea of band structure engineering by tuning the 
crystal structure of the semiconductor was introduced. Another possibility of 
adjusting band-gap and material properties is by mixing two or more solids to an 
alloy, where an alloy with two, three and four components is called a binary, 
ternary and quaternary alloy, respectively. A common approach to estimate the 
lattice constant as well as other properties of an alloy is by using a virtual crystal 
approximation where properties of a random alloy formed by atoms A and B on a 
(sub-) lattice are replaced by a single kind of atoms whose properties are assumed 
as a linear average of those of A and B [93]. Such an approximation yields the 
commonly used empirical Vegard’s law, which states that at a constant 
temperature, a linear interpolation exists between the crystal lattice constant of an 
alloy and the concentrations of the constituent elements [93]. For example, for a 
ternary (or often called pseudobinary) alloy (1 )A B Cx x−  the lattice constant of the 
alloy is then given by: 

 alloy AC BC( ) (1 ) ,a x xa x a= + −   (2.1) 
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where ACa  and BCa  are the lattice constants of the binary materials AC and BC. 

Other material properties, for example, the band-gap, are sometimes assumed to 
follow the same linear dependence. In reality, however, the behavior can be more 
complex and a common approach to account for the deviation from the linear 
interpolation of virtual crystal approximation is by introducing a bowing 
parameter bow ,E  so that the band-gap of a ternary material is given by [94]: 

 g (1 ) g g bow(A B C) (AC) (1 ) (BC) - (1- ) .x xE xE x E x x E− = + −  (2.2) 

Introduction of different materials or change of crystal structure in a single 
semiconductor material are called heterostructures and result in a modified band 
structure. There are three types of band alignments as shown in Figure 2.2: type I 
(straddling gap), type II (staggered gap), and type III (broken gap) and the exact 
alignment of the bands depends on both the materials as well as their doping 
levels. It is worth noting that type I transitions give rise to direct band-gap 
transitions (with both electrons and holes gathering to the lower band gap 
material), whereas type II can give rise to spatially indirect transitions at the 
interface between the two materials (with, in Figure 2.2b, electrons in the right 
material with lower CE  and holes in the left material with higher V ).E  

 

Figure 2.2. Three types of band alignments in semiconductor heterostructures: (a) Type I (straddling), 
(b) Type II (staggered), and (c) Type III (broken). 

Temperature is another factor that modifies the band structure. The band-gap of 
most semiconductors tends to increase with decreasing temperature, which can be 
understood from thermal expansion of the lattice and temperature-dependent 
electron-lattice interactions. Such temperature dependence can be represented by 
the empirical Varshni’s model [95]: 

 
2

g 0( ) ,TE T E
T
α

β
= −

+
  (2.3) 

where 0E is the band-gap value at 0 K,T =  whereas α  and β  are adjustable, 
empirical parameters specific for each semiconductor. 
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2.1.3 Unintentional defects and intentional doping 

In semiconductor crystals, any disturbance of the periodicity is considered to be a 
defect and, in fact, every real semiconductor typically contains a lot of crystal or 
lattice defects. These defects can be classified into point defects, one-dimensional 
or line defects (e.g., dislocations), two-dimensional or surface defects (e.g., 
stacking faults, grain boundaries, twin planes), and three-dimensional defects (e.g., 
precipitates, voids) [80]. The surface that terminates a three-dimensional crystal 
can also be considered to be a two-dimensional defect and the electronic states 
introduced by such surfaces are usually called “surface states” [79]. Usually, point 
defects, such as vacancies, interstitials, substitutionals, antisites, and Frenkel 
defect pairs (see Figure 2.3) are considered to be most important for 
semiconductors, since they tend to determine the properties of the devices [79,80]. 
Due to exceptionally large surface-to-volume ratio of the nanowires, however, 
surface states tend to be the dominating factor in recombination of carriers in the 
nanowire materials [96,97], which can be detrimental for the optical performance 
of the nanowires. 

 

Figure 2.3. Sketch of a lattice of a binary semiconductor AB containing various types of point defects. 

Most of the defects are typically unintentional. However, introduction of 
impurities as point defects is a crucial property of semiconductors, needed to form 
p-n junction devices (Section 2.1.5), such as is commonly used for semiconductor 
solar cells (Section 2.2). Additionally, while a crystal phase change can be an 
undesired defect, it can also sometimes be used intentionally for band structure 
engineering, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1. 
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Doping 

One of the attractive properties of semiconductors is the band-gap, and the 
possibility to tune it by combining different materials into alloys. However, pure 
semiconductors are neither very good conductors nor good insulators. If nothing is 
done to a semiconductor, the bands are flat, and the only way for the electrons and 
holes to be extracted to external contacts is by diffusion, which is a slow process 
that is hard to control. Adding impurities (foreign atoms) to the semiconductor is 
called doping and results in important control of the optoelectronic properties. A 
pure semiconductor is called intrinsic, whereas when impurities are included that 
introduce additional free carriers, the semiconductor is called extrinsic. 

Dopants can occupy one of the point defect locations as illustrated in Figure 2.3, 
which defines the effect of the dopant on the semiconductor. Defects that can 
contribute free electrons to the host crystal are known as donors, while defects that 
can contribute holes are known as acceptors. As an example, for group III-V 
semiconductors, if group II substitutional atoms are incorporated in group III 
sub-lattice, the impurity atoms have one less valence electron than the group III 
atoms, which can be depicted as free holes associated with negative ions (Figure 
2.4, p-type). Alternatively, addition of group VI substitutional atoms on group V 
sub-lattice can result in extra free electrons associated with positive ions 
(Figure 2.4, n-type). Semiconductors with excess free electrons are called n-type, 
whereas those with excess free holes are p-type. 

 

Figure 2.4. Illustration of intrinsic and doped III-V semiconductors along with schematics of band 
diagrams showing position of the Fermi level EF in each case. The “-“ and “+” signs indicate free 
electrons and holes, whereas encircled “-“ and “+” indicate fixed ions. 
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We note that not all of the impurities result in desired doping. The effect of 
impurities will depend on the dopant energy level. In particular, mid-gap states 
typically result in loss of excess carriers in a solar cell circuit and thus are 
considered as parasitic defects. However, dopants with energy levels close to the 
bands can be activated and provide free electrons or holes. 

The mathematical way of calculating electron and hole concentrations in the 
semiconductor that are important for both electrical and optical properties will be 
introduced in Section 2.1.4. Here, we only mention that the Fermi level energy, 

F,E  for an intrinsic semiconductor is close to the middle of the band-gap (where 
Fermi energy is the energy at which the probability of occupation by an electron is 
exactly 50%). With p-type doping, the Fermi level is situated closer to the VB due 
to an increased number of free holes, whereas with n-type doping, the Fermi level 
is situated closer to the CB as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Apart from moving the 
Fermi level, the dopants also give rise to additional states within the band-gap that 
can be occupied by electrons and holes. Semiconductors with the Fermi level 
below/above the CB/VB are called non-degenerate, whereas a degenerate 
semiconductor has high level of doping, where the Fermi level enters the bands. 
Note that for weakly doped semiconductors, impurities are assumed to not disturb 
the lattice and intrinsic semiconductor band structure is often used. When dopant 
concentration increases, and especially for degenerate semiconductors, 
modifications due to many-body interactions between the carriers need to be 
considered. 

Surface states 

Surface states are electronic states found at the surface of materials due to sharp 
transition from solid to air (or at an interface between two materials), which 
interrupts the periodicity of the crystal and leaves dangling bonds at the surface. 
The dangling bonds are unsatisfied, ‘free’ atom bonds whose energies often lie 
within the semiconductor band-gap [98]. Due to the exceptionally large surface-to-
volume ratio of the nanowires, surface states are especially important and have a 
significant influence on the optoelectronic properties of nanowires [42,53-55,99]. 

Surface states can act as donor/acceptor levels that can capture holes/electrons. For 
many semiconductors, the energies of surface states lie within the band-gap and 
the density of states is high, such that addition or removal of some electrons does 
not change the occupation distribution at the surface significantly. This can result 
in a Fermi level ‘pinning’ leading to band bending (see Figure 2.5). For example, 
for an n-type semiconductor with a surface containing surface states (assumed to 
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be acceptor-like states) within the band-gap, the situation before equilibrium can 
be pictured as in Figure 2.5a. Since the bulk Fermi level FE  is above the surface 
Fermi level ,s ,FE  the free electrons flow to the surface resulting in a negative 
charge at the surface. Due to charge imbalance, electrostatic potential at the 
surface goes up resulting in a built-in potential that is illustrated by the bending of 
the bands. The area with the band bending, in this example, is depleted of the 
electrons and positively charged ions are left behind, forming a so called space 
charge region (depletion region in this case). This process continues until thermal 
equilibrium is reached, which is depicted by a constant Fermi level from bulk to 
surface [79], as shown in Figure 2.5b. 

 

Figure 2.5. Example of band bending due to surface states for an n-type semiconductor with surface 
states (here illustrated as acceptor states) within the band-gap: (a) the system is not in equilibrium, 
Fermi levels are not aligned, which makes electrons flow from the bulk to the surface; (b) the system 
reaches equilibrium when the Fermi level is constant throughout the system, and the bands are bent. 
Note that, in this example, high density of surface states is assumed, so that the surface Fermi level 
EF,s does not move considerably when states at the surface get filled by electrons. 

Besides the inherent defects from the break in periodicity, the surface is very 
sensitive to any impurities. Thus, surface impurities may also be a source of 
surface states and may coexist with the dangling bond states. 

Surface states can be detrimental to the optical and electronic properties of 
semiconductor nanowires [42,53-55,99]. They can increase the probability of 
nonradiative transitions, thus reducing radiative efficiency of the material, 
especially near the band-edge. Band bending can also suppress the direct band-gap 
transition. In terms of solar cell parameters, surface states can reduce minority 
carrier lifetime, which typically leads to a reduction in the open circuit voltage 
[54,55]. Furthermore, surface recombination can in some cases prevent e-h pair 
separation, which would also reduce the short circuit current [54,55]. 

The removal of dangling bonds and impurities at the surface and their associated 
interface states is called passivation. The passivation process should include two 
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steps: (i) prevent a semiconductor from reacting with the atmosphere during the 
entire lifetime of the device, and (ii) eliminate the surface states from the band-
gap, and prevent their formation. It should also take into consideration the 
application of the device, which, in optoelectronic applications, typically requires 
the passivation layer to be a low-absorbing material that provides an adequate 
barrier to prevent the loss of electrons and photons in the passivation layer. Ex-situ 
chalcogenide (especially sulfur) passivation by wet-chemical techniques is one 
widely investigated passivation approach for improving the performance of III-V 
semiconductor devices [100,101]. However, stability of such passivation methods 
still requires further work [101]. Another widely used passivation method, which 
was also used in this thesis for GaAs nanowires, is in-situ epitaxial growth of a 
high band-gap passivating shell around the nanowire core [56-68] (see Section 
3.2.3). Such passivation method essentially displaces the dangling bonds from the 
nanowire core surface to the shell surface, which is then typically not part of the 
electrically active device structure. 

Crystal Structure 

In Section 2.1.1, we have pointed towards the uniqueness of nanowires in terms of 
possibility of growing crystals in the WZ and ZB structures. At the same time, this 
possibility often results in nanowires with a mixed crystal structure [82-85]. Such 
mixed crystal structure breaks the symmetry of the crystal and falls within the 
category of defects that can affect the optical quality of the material, for example, 
by reducing the quantum efficiency, carrier lifetime, and carrier mobility 
[60,84,91,102-105]. On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, controlled 
crystal structure engineering can lead to new types of devices and interesting 
fundamental physics. 

2.1.4 Carrier concentration and recombination 

Equilibrium carrier concentration 

In Section 2.1.2, we have introduced the concept of band structure where we said 
that at zero temperature, the VB is completely filled with electrons, whereas the 
CB is completely empty. At non-zero temperature, on the other hand, continuous 
thermal motion results in the excitation of electrons from the VB to the CB and 
leaves behind an equal number of holes in the VB. In order to get a quantitative 
value of electron and hole concentrations in the bands, one needs to consider the 
density of states (number of allowed energy states per energy range per unit 
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volume) and the probability that a state is occupied at a certain temperature, which 
is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function [78]: 

 
F B( )

1( ) ,
1 E E k TF E

e −
=

+
  (2.4) 

where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and 

FE  is the energy of the Fermi level, which can be considered as a hypothetical 
energy level of an electron that would have a 50% probability of being occupied at 
any given time at thermodynamic equilibrium, as already mentioned in 
Section 2.1.3. For an intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor, the Fermi level lies close 
to the middle of the band-gap, whereas, as we saw in Figure 2.4, for a doped 
semiconductor, the Fermi level moves towards one of the bands depending on the 
doping type. 

For most non-degenerate semiconductors, the approximation F B( )E E k T− >>  
can be used, which simplifies the Fermi-Dirac statistics to Boltzmann statistics: 

 F B( )( ) .E E k TF E e− −≈  (2.5) 

Such an approximation allows us to express the equilibrium electron density 0n  in 
the CB, and the equilibrium hole density 0p  in the VB by: 

 ( )( )0 C C F0 Bexp / ,n N E E k T= − −   (2.6) 

 ( )( )0 V F0 V Bexp ,/p N E E k T−= −   (2.7) 

where CN  and VN  are the effective density of states in the CB and the VB 
respectively and F0E  is the Fermi level energy at thermal equilibrium. 

For an intrinsic semiconductor, 0 0 i ,n p n= = where in  is the intrinsic carrier 
density. In general, a mass action law applies: 2

0 0 in p n=  
( )V g Bexp /CN N E k T= −  for non-degenerate semiconductors in thermal 

equilibrium. 

Carrier recombination 

The equilibrium carrier concentrations 0n  and 0p  were given by Eqs. (2.6) and 
(2.7) respectively, whereas if light shines on a semiconductor, photogenerated e-h 
pairs are created (at a rate )G  and the carrier concentration of nondegenerate 
semiconductor is then described by the nonequilibrium electron and hole 
concentrations: 
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 Fp F0 BFn F0 B ( )( )
0 0and ,E E k TE E k Tn n e p p e− −−= =   (2.8) 

where FnE  and FpE  are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels that split due to 
the non-equilibrium distribution of carriers. 

Generally, for any semiconductor material [106], the photogeneration rate ( , )G tr , 
the electron concentration ( , )n tr , and the hole concentration ( , )p tr  contain both 
spatial and temporal dependence. For a quantitative description of the carrier 
recombination dynamics, knowledge of the drift and diffusion of the carriers as 
well as of the possibly spatially varying recombination characteristics within the 
nanowire are needed [107]. However, such a complete characterization of carrier 
dynamics in a nanowire is outside the scope of this thesis. 

If, after the photogeneration of carriers, the light source is switched off (as is done 
in time resolved photoluminescence, TRPL, measurements – see Section 5.3.2), 
the system is driven towards thermodynamic equilibrium. This results in excess 
carrier decay via various recombination paths that can be split into radiative and 
non-radiative recombination processes. A more extensive description of different 
radiative and non-radiative recombination transitions can be found in textbooks 
[79,108], whereas here, we just briefly mention some more relevant ones for the 
III-V nanowires. 

Radiative recombination is accompanied by emission of a photon after 
recombination of an electron and a hole. Such emitted photons can then be 
detected by photoluminescence (PL) techniques as described in Section 5.3. Thus, 
radiative recombination forms the basis for understanding the behavior of 
measured PL intensity, as will be described in the next section. 

In many semiconductors, however, a nonradiative transition is the dominant 
recombination process. The most common nonradiative processes are Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) recombination and the Auger recombination. The SRH 
recombination is a two-step process via an energy level in the forbidden gap 
created by the presence of bulk defects, impurity states or surface states, and 
accompanied by an emission of phonons. The Auger recombination involves three 
carriers where the energy released by a recombining e-h pair is immediately 
absorbed by another electron or hole, which then usually dissipates the energy by 
emitting phonons. Auger recombination becomes increasingly dominating as the 
carrier concentration increases. Such nonradiative recombination processes can be 
treated as parasitic processes that waste the energy of the system. Thus, in order to 
improve the quality of devices, the nonradiative processes need to be minimized, 
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which can be done by improving the growth to obtain defect-free, direct band-gap 
semiconductors with passivated surfaces. 

The total recombination R  can be written as a sum of the main recombination 
channels and expressed by a commonly used parametric model [109-111]: 

 ( ) ( )2
SRH rad Aug i

i
,

2
AR R R R B C n p np n

n p n
 

= + + = + + + − 
+ + 

  (2.9) 

where the first term SRHR  is the bulk SRH recombination [112,113], the second 
term radR  is the radiative recombination [106], and the third term AugR  is the 
Auger recombination [114]. The constants A, B and C are the respective 
recombination coefficients and it has been assumed that SRH recombination rates 
are equal for electrons and holes, that the electron and hole densities in the 
impurity level, responsible for SRH recombination, are equal to the intrinsic 
carrier density, and that the Auger coefficients are equal for electrons and holes. 

An additional term that should be included in the Eq. (2.9) is the surface 
recombination that is assumed to follow the SRH model applied at the surface, 
where the SRH recombination coefficient A  with units of -1s  effectively gets 
replaced by the surface recombination velocity srv  with units of cm s  [115]: 

 ( )sr 2
surface i

i
.

2
v

R np n
n p n

= −
+ +

  (2.10) 

If the diffusion length of the carriers is larger than the diameter of the nanowire, 

NW ,d  surface recombination can be transformed to effective bulk recombination 
[115,116], which can then be added to Eq. (2.9): 

 ( )sr NWeff 2
surface i

i

4
.

2
v d

R np n
n p n

= −
+ +

  (2.11) 

By probing carrier recombination rates, we can learn how fast different 
recombination processes occur and which of them dominate. TRPL is one 
characterization technique used in this thesis (see Section 5.3.2) that can probe 
carrier dynamics. To enable a discussion of some of the important physical 
processes underlying the overall recombination dynamics within nanowires, an 
approximate, volume-averaged description of the carrier dynamics can be 
employed [106,117]. Then, the recombination of electrons and holes can be 
described by the rate equations: 
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 av ( ) ( , ),ndn dt G t R n p= −   (2.12) 

 av ( ) ( , ),pdp dt G t R n p= −   (2.13) 

where avG  is the volume averaged photogeneration rate of e-h pairs in the 
semiconductor, and nR  and pR  are the recombination rates of the electrons and 
the holes, respectively. For simple electron-hole recombination: ,n pR R R= =  
where possible trapping of either type of carriers is neglected. 

In nanowires, and in particular GaAs nanowires studied by TRPL in Paper II, the 
surface recombination is typically the limiting factor, which means that the 
recombination is dominated by the nonradiative surface recombination [96,97]. 
We assume that this surface recombination can be described as an effective bulk 
recombination with recombination lifetime τ in the low injection regime (where 
the photogenerated excess carrier concentration is lower than the equilibrium 
carrier concentration) [105,118]. In this case, the dynamics takes on a simple form: 

 av 0( ) ,dn dt G n n t= − −   (2.14) 

with 0( )n n n− = ∆  the excess electron concentration. Note that with the above 
assumption of ,n pR R R= =  we have similarly for the holes 

av 0( )dp dt G p p t= − −  with 0( )p p p− = ∆  the excess hole concentration. 

Radiative recombination intensity 

The recombination of electrons and holes can be described by the rate equations; 
however, it does not describe what is detected as a PL signal. PL measurements 
(see Section 5.3), by definition, detect photons originating from radiative 
recombination and we assume that the PL intensity can be described as [106]: 

 2
PL i( ) [ ( ) ( ) ],I t B n t p t n∝ × × −   (2.15) 

where B  is the radiative recombination coefficient, which is specific for each 
semiconductor bulk material, and in  is the intrinsic carrier concentration with 

2
0 0 in p n=  for a non-degenerate semiconductor. Note that we assume for 

Eq. (2.15) that the material behaves as a bulk material where the radiative 
recombination is dominated by spatially direct recombination. In other words, we 
neglect quantum confinement effects, which ought to be a good approximation due 
to the large diameters of the nanowires investigated in this thesis, as well as 
possible charge separation due to, for example, band-bending [119]. 

The nonequilibrium carrier concentrations in Eq. (2.8) can be expanded as: 
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 0 0( ) ( ) , ( ) ( ) , ,n t n t n p t p t p n p= ∆ + = ∆ + ∆ = ∆   (2.16) 

where ( )n t∆  and ( )p t∆  are the photogenerated excess carrier concentrations, 
which, in a TRPL experiment, are set at pulset t=  by the TRPL laser pulse, where 
the pulset  marks the initial interaction of the pulse and the sample. Note that 

pulse( ) ,n t P∆ ∝  and pulse( ) ,p t P∆ ∝  where P  is the excitation power. In steady 
state PL (SSPL), the steady state excess carrier concentrations are maintained by 
the continuous wave laser excitation, where, similarly as in TRPL, one often 
assumes SSPLn P∆ ∝  and SSPLp P∆ ∝  with P  now the SSPL excitation power. 
However, strictly, for SSPL, this linear proportionality applies only if the lifetime 
is independent of the excitation power. 

By comparing Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), it can be seen that the PL intensity in 
Eq. (2.15) in general has a nonlinear dependence on the carrier concentration. This 
means that the decay of the TRPL signal is not always directly proportional to the 
decay of carrier density, which can lead to inaccurate lifetime extraction. To 
exemplify possible differences in the decay of excess carriers and the decay of the 
TRPL signal, we look into the low and high injection regimes. For example, for a 
p-type doped semiconductor 0 A 0 0( , ,p N n p= 0

 where AN  is the acceptor 
concentration in the semiconductor) at low injection 0( ),p p∆ 0

 Eq. (2.15) 
simplifies to: 

 PL A.I p N∝ ∆ ×   (2.17) 

In this case, the PL intensity depends linearly on the photogenerated carrier 
density, and thus IPL decays in the same manner as p∆ . In contrast, at high 
injection 0( ),p p∆ 

 Eq. (2.15) simplifies to: 

 2
PL ,I p∝ ∆   (2.18) 

where PLI decays twice as fast as p∆ . 

Some level of intentional or unintentional doping is usually present in 
semiconductors. In some cases, and in particular for unintentional doping, it can be 
difficult to estimate the doping concentration and thus the injection regime, which 
can lead to a possible misjudgment of instantaneous lifetime of excess carriers by 
a factor of up to 2. 
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2.1.5 p-n junction 

In Section 2.1.3, we discussed that doping is important for controlling the 
conductivity of semiconductors. However, the greatest benefit of doping occurs 
when p- and n-type semiconductors are brought together. Due to the concentration 
gradients, the majority holes from the p-type material diffuse across the junction, 
and electrons diffuse from the n-side to the p-side (Figure 2.6a). During this 
process, the free electrons leave positive ions uncovered and free holes leave 
negative ions uncovered, thus creating a positive charge on the n-side, and a 
negative charge on the p-side (Figure 2.6b). This area is called the space charge 
(or depletion) region. Due to such charge separation, an electric field is set up that 
now creates a drift force, which opposes diffusion. In the end, equilibrium is 
reached with the space charge region and a built-in potential across the junction 
(Figure 2.6b,d). This potential difference now acts as a barrier, creating a diode 
that allows current to flow one way but not the other. This potential difference is 
the property that allows power extraction when light is applied to the p-n junction 
as will be seen in Section 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.6. Schematic of a p-n junction with electron and hole drift and diffusion directions shown in the 
top figures and band diagrams of the p-n junction shown in the bottom figures: (a,c) before equilibrium 
and (b,d) in thermal equilibrium. 
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2.2 Solar cells 

A solar cell is an optoelectronic device that directly converts sunlight into 
electricity. The concept of converting light to electricity was first introduced with 
the discovery of the photovoltaic (PV) effect by Edmond Becquerel in 1839. PV 
energy conversion requires only a material in which the absorption of light raises 
an electron to a higher energy state, and a way to move this higher energy electron 
into an external circuit where the electron dissipates its energy before returning to 
the solar cell. Although a variety of approaches are possible for PV energy 
conversion, a semiconductor p-n junction is the most common solar cell platform. 
Thus, only p-n junction solar cells are discussed in this thesis. 

2.2.1 Operational principles and main parameters 

In Section 2.1.5, we have discussed the basic principles of p-n junction formation 
and its band diagram in thermal equilibrium in the dark (Figure 2.6d, and repeated 
in Figure 2.7a). In the case of applied light, photons, absorbed by the solar cell, 
excite electrons from the VB to the CB while leaving holes in the VB. Then, the 
electrons and holes diffuse until they recombine or reach the depletion region. If 
the e-h pairs are created far from the depletion region, the probability is higher for 
them to recombine before reaching the depletion region. However, if the e-h pair is 
created in the depletion region or within a few diffusion lengths from it, the 
electric field can separate the e-h pair by sweeping the electrons to the n-side and 
holes to the p-side (Figure 2.7b). Such carrier separation allows extracting the 
built-in potential as usable voltage if a load is connected to the solar cell 
(Figure 2.7c). 

The case when there is no load connected to the solar cell is called short circuit 
(Figure 2.7b). In such a case, the resistance is assumed to be zero and there is no 
voltage drop across the solar cell, which is shown by the same Fermi level position 
at the two contacts. The electrons are thus driven through the external circuit and 
result in a short circuit current sc( ).I  

When a highly resistive load is connected to a solar cell, it operates at an open 
circuit condition (Figure 2.7c). In this case, the carriers cannot escape from the 
solar cell through the external circuit and accumulate by the contacts. Such 
accumulated charges act to reduce the electric field across the p-n junction until 
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equilibrium is reached. This then leads to splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels where 
the difference between them gives the limit to the potential that can be extracted 
from the solar cell, which is called the open circuit voltage oc( ).V  

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic of a p-n junction band-diagram (a) in dark with a constant thermal equilibrium 
Fermi level, (b) under illumination at the short circuit condition, (c) under illumination at the open circuit 
condition showing the splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels and production of open circuit voltage. Typical 
photodiode I-V characteristics are shown (d) in dark (blue) and under illumination (red), as well as (e) 
with inverted axes according to the solar cell convention due to power production (green); key 
parameters of a solar cell are also illustrated in the figure (e). 

In both cases, however, no power is produced, since either the voltage or the 
current is zero and power is given by the product of the two. Power generation 
occurs when a load resistance is tuned between the two cases. The current and 
voltage obtained by tuning the load can be illustrated by the I-V characteristics as 
shown in Figure 2.7d,e and described by the diode equation under illumination: 

 ( )L 0 IF Bexp( ) 1 ,I I I qV n k T= − −   (2.19) 
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where series and shunt resistances are not taken into account, in which case the 
photogenerated current L sc ,I I=  0I  is the dark saturation current that represents 
recombination under thermal equilibrium, and IFn  is the ideality factor that 
accounts for different types of recombination mechanisms and typically varies 
between 1 and 2. The maximum power maxP  output is obtained by tuning the load 
to the characteristic resistance value ch mp mp ,R V I=  where mpV and mpI are the 
voltage and current obtained at the maximum power point (Figure 2.7e). 

The efficiency of a solar cell ( )η  is then defined by the ratio between the 
maximum power produced by the solar cell max( )P  and the incident light power 

in( ),P  and can be expressed as: 

 mp mpmax sc oc

in in in
,

I VP I V FF
P P P

η = = =   (2.20) 

where FF is called the fill factor and is given by the ratio between the maximum 
output power (dark grey rectangle in Figure 2.7e) and the product of the scI  and 

ocV  (light grey rectangle in Figure 2.7e). 

2.2.2 Main losses 

As has been mentioned in Section 1.2, the single p-n junction solar cell efficiency 
is limited by the SQ limit to around 33% at 1-sun and 300 K [26]. The main losses 
originate from thermalisation (inability to utilize full energy of above-band-gap 
photons) and transparency (inability to absorb photons with energy below band-
gap) as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Both of the losses are connected to the band-gap 
of the semiconductor. Larger band-gap materials can more efficiently use the 
energy of high energy photons and thus have a larger ocV , but they are transparent 
to a larger part of the solar spectrum and the photons below band-gap are lost. 
Narrow band-gap materials, on the other hand, absorb most of the photons, and 
thus have a larger .scI  However, very little energy is extracted from the high 
energy photons, which in turn reduces the ocV . The two opposing effects need to 
be balanced in order to obtain the maximum efficiency, which, for single band-gap 
solar cells, is achieved with a band-gap close to1.1-1.4 eV. InP, GaAs, and Si 
materials are thus well suited for single junction solar cells. 

Additionally, in a single-junction solar cell, thermalized carriers cannot be 
extracted at the bandgap energy, that is, ocV  is below bg /E q . This efficiency 
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limitation originates from the fact that the solar cell must, by reciprocity, emit light 
since it absorbs light. This emission is enhanced exponentially by the voltage over 
the solar cell, and it is the recombination mechanism that must remain even when 
no non-radiative recombination occurs. In other words, the emission sets the lower 
limit on I0 in Eq. (2.19) and, in this radiatively limited case, gives IF 1n =  [26]. 
Then, if emission occurs into all the directions on the top incidence side, the 
single-junction SQ limit of 33% for 1 sun illumination is obtained [26]. The actual 
device efficiency is further affected by additional loss mechanisms such as 
reflection, nonradiative recombination, losses at the contacts, resistance of the 
semiconductor material itself, and heating of the whole solar cell. 

 

Figure 2.8. Illustration of the AM1.5 direct and circumsolar spectrum intensity (1000 W/m2) (yellow) 
[120] overlaid with the intensity usable by (a) an InP solar cell (green), and (b) a lower band-gap, InAs 
solar cell (red) after thermalisation and transparency losses. 

2.2.3 Beyond the 33% single junction efficiency 

The 33% SQ efficiency limit of a single junction solar cell can be exceeded by 
violating one or more of the assumptions of the SQ calculation, in order to avoid 
losses such as those described in the previous section. For going beyond the 33% 
limit, the most relevant aspects are the assumption of a single band-gap material 
that cannot absorb photons below band-gap and cannot efficiently use high energy 
photons as their energy is lost by thermalisation, and the mismatch between the 
incident and emitted light cone angles. 

In order to lift the last limitation, we note that direct sunlight is incident from a 
small cone of 0.26° half-angle. In this case, the reciprocity between absorption and 
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emission requires emission of light only into that small cone. Thus, emission into 
angles outside of that cone is an additional, unnecessary loss. The incidence and 
emission cones can be matched by two approaches: (i) Light concentration, which 
increases the half-angle of the incidence cone of light and the intensity of the light 
on the cell. The higher light intensity directly increases the scI , which, in turn, 
increases the ocV  (as seen from Eq. (2.19)). (ii) Emission angle restriction, which, 
under radiative recombination limit, decreases the I0 in Eq. (2.19) and hence 
increases the ocV . The light concentration method is commonly used and increases 
the theoretical limit for a single junction solar cell under maximum concentration 
(46 000 suns) to 44%, which is also the limit obtained by restricting the emission 
to the 0.26° half-angle cone for direct sunlight. Importantly, the light concentration 
increases solar cell efficiency even when the solar cell is non-radiatively limited 
(since the Isc is increased). In contrast, for emission angle restriction to show a 
practical benefit, the external luminescence efficiency should be above 10% [121]. 

Aside from the incidence and emission angle matching, most approaches for 
reaching higher efficiencies are based on several new band structure and energy 
conversion concepts. These approaches can be roughly split into three categories: 
(i) multiple energy levels (multijunction/tandem solar cells), (ii) multiple carrier 
generation per high energy photon or single carrier pair generation with multiple 
low energy photons (multiple exciton devices in quantum dot solar cells, 
intermediate band solar cells, impurity photovoltaics, up and down converters 
combined with solar cells), and (iii) capture of carriers before thermalisation (hot 
carrier solar cells) [25,122,123]. 

Tandem solar cells are by far the most popular approach, which in bulk materials 
has resulted in efficiencies exceeding the 33% single junction efficiency limit 
(current world record at 1-sun intensity is 38.8% [1]). In this approach, higher 
band-gap materials are stacked on top of the lower band-gap materials so that the 
higher energy photons are more efficiently absorbed in the high band-gap solar 
cell with minimized thermalisation losses while being transparent to the lower 
energy photons that are then absorbed by the lower band-gap materials. 

Nanowire arrays for solar cells 

Although other approaches are also being investigated, multijunction concept 
remains the most researched one for nanowire platform as well. Nanowire array 
single junction solar cells have reached efficiencies (current epitaxially grown 
record is 15.3% [41]) where it becomes feasible to talk about creating tandem 
solar cells in order to achieve even higher efficiencies. The approach for 
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multijunction solar cells containing nanowire arrays can be split in two main 
directions: (i) tandem solar cell fully within the nanowire platform, containing an 
Esaki tunnel diode [124,125] connecting the two cells in each nanowire, and 
(ii) nanowire array top cell integrated with a Si (or possibly other material) bulk 
bottom cell [126]. In either case, nanowire arrays with higher band-gap materials 
are needed, which, in most cases, requires ternary materials. This thesis is to a 
large extent focused on the growth of ternary GaInP materials [Paper I] and their 
optical properties [Paper III, IV]. In particular, Papers III and IV investigate 
properties of a nanowire array embedded in a membrane, which is an example of a 
top cell for the second tandem solar cell direction. 

In terms of efficiency losses, in Paper II we have used TRPL measurements to 
investigate nonradiative recombination, whereas in Paper III, we have observed 
that the Au particles, used for assisting nanowire growth, can absorb low-energy 
photons strongly [Paper III], which would be detrimental for tandem solar cells. 
The removal of Au particles can recover transmission of low energy photons. 
However, then a reflectance peak can show up due to resonant back-scattering of 
light from in-plane waveguiding modes for peeled-off samples [Paper III,IV]. 
Such effect can be avoided by tuning the geometry of the nanowires so that the 
resonant excitation of the in-plane waveguide modes is suppressed. 
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3 Nanowire array synthesis 

Nanowires can be synthesized in either top-down [49,127] or bottom-up [127,128] 
approaches. In the top-down approach, nanowires are obtained by a combination 
of lithography and etching from a bulk material. The bottom-up approach involves 
chemical/physical synthesis of nanowires from smaller building blocks, which is 
typically preferred due to reduced material consumption, flexibility in structure 
design on a small scale, and possibility to control nanowire properties during 
growth. 

Bottom-up nanowire growth approaches can be categorized by two properties: 
(i) type and presence or lack of an assisting particle often split into groups with 
(a) Au particle assisted growth [4], [Paper I, II, III], (b) other metal particle 
assisted growth [129], (c) self-assisted (or self-seeded) growth [130-132] where a 
particle, native to the grown semiconductor, is formed during growth, and 
(d) particle-free growth, usually combined with the selective area growth 
[133,134], which is part of the second property – (ii) the presence or lack of a 
growth mask, where the presence of a growth mask is often called selective area 
growth. It should be noted that particle assisted growth can be combined with a 
selective area growth mask in order to improve pattern preservation [77], as has 
been used in Paper II also. The particle assisted growth is most common since it 
helps to preserve a preferential vertical growth of the nanowire, including 
nanowire position and diameter and allows easier formation of axial 
heterostructures. However, particle-free growth is quickly gaining interest, 
especially for radial structures and growth on Si [135,136]. Additionally, growth 
without a metal particle can also be achieved by an oxide assisted growth method 
in laser ablation as well as by thermal evaporation techniques [137], where 
presence of oxides in the target materials lead to generation of semiconductor 
oxides in the vapor phase that then decompose at high temperature and play a 
crucial role in the nucleation and growth of nanowires. 

When an assisting particle is used, the growth mechanism is usually described by 
either vapor-liquid solid (VLS) mechanism [3-7], where growth occurs from a 
liquid alloy particle, or vapor-solid-solid (VSS) mechanism [138,139], where 
growth occurs from a solid particle. Most often for Au-assisted nanowires and 
typical growth conditions, VLS is the dominating mechanism. However, in-situ 
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transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements show that in some cases 
both VLS and VSS growth mechanisms of nanowires are possible for the same 
system with the state depending on temperature, pressure of the precursor and 
growth history [138]. 

When it comes to the Au particles used for nanowire growth, there are several 
ways of forming them on a substrate: aerosols or colloid deposition, thin film layer 
evaporation, nanoimprint lithography (NIL), electron beam lithography, deep UV 
lithography, block copolymer evaporation, and electroplating are some of the more 
common examples [27,140,141]. NIL is particularly promising for 
high-throughput and low-cost patterning for nanowire array growth since NIL can 
be used to deposit Au particles in a periodic pattern of independently controlled 
array symmetry, pitch and nanowire diameter parameters, over large areas and in 
large batches, compatible with the requirements of PV industry [77,142]. Other 
patterning techniques that show promise for ordered, position and size controlled 
arrays are listed by Otnes et al. [31] and described in references therein. 

Finally, a diversity of synthesis techniques can be used for nanowire growth, 
where the most commonly used techniques are metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE), and molecular beam epitaxy, whereas chemical beam epitaxy, 
laser-assisted catalytic growth, and chemical vapor transport techniques have also 
been used for nanowire growth. A review of these growth techniques can be found 
in Ref. [140]. 

This thesis focuses on nanowire arrays grown by VLS method in an MOVPE from 
NIL patterned substrates [Paper I, II, III]. Thus, in the following sections, we 
describe the fundamental principles of MOVPE (Section 3.1) and more relevant 
considerations for nanowire array growth (Section 3.2). 

3.1 Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy 

MOVPE (also referred to as MOCVD – metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, 
which is technically a broader term since it does not imply epitaxial process) is an 
epitaxial technique for growth of semiconductor crystals from vapor phase 
materials and is commonly used in semiconductor industry for optoelectronic and 
electronic devices. It is, thus, well established and offers possibility of high 
throughput. The term epitaxial refers to the growth of a crystalline, i.e., ordered, 
structure on a crystalline substrate. Thus, the substrate provides the crystal’s 
“building plan” according to which the atoms order themselves on the surface. The 
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MO, metalorganic, part of the name refers to the fact that at least one of the 
precursor materials is supplied as molecules that consist of a metal atom bonded to 
organic ligands, such as methyl, CH3, and ethyl, C2H5, molecules in the case of 
trimethylgallium (TMGa, Ga(CH3)3) and triethylgallium (TEGa, Ga(C2H5)3) 
precursors for example. 

Growth of crystals by MOVPE technique is a complex process with several 
interdependent steps. A more extensive description of MOVPE, as well as crystal 
growth in general, can be found in various textbooks [93,143], whereas here we 
will only introduce some main concepts to provide an overview for those that are 
less familiar with crystal growth and MOVPE. We thus start with a description of 
the MOVPE tool and main process flow in Section 3.1.1. Thereafter, we consider 
what happens when a gas is introduced in the reactor (Section 3.1.2), and what 
interactions with the surface could be expected (Section 3.1.3). Finally, we 
introduce some fundamental principles of thermodynamics and kinetics 
(Section 3.1.4.). 

3.1.1 Description of equipment 

A schematic of MOVPE system used in this thesis (Aixtron 200/4) is given in 
Figure 3.1, which we can divide into two parts – the left hand side (colored light 
blue) contains a complex network of lines in order to obtain the required amounts 
of specified materials as well as keep the system stable during the whole process, 
whereas the right hand side (colored light red) contains the growth reactor with 
in-situ reflectometry system. If we only looked at the growth reactor part, the main 
principle of operation is rather straightforward: The gases get mixed together just 
before flowing into the reactor, after which a laminar flow extends past the 
sample, finally exiting the reactor to the exhaust. The sample is placed on a highly 
conductive graphite susceptor that is heated by infrared (IR) lamps from outside 
the reactor. In order to prevent linear gradients and keep the growth homogeneous 
across the sample, the susceptor can be rotated. 

In-situ measurement techniques in our system include a thermocouple inserted into 
the susceptor to keep track of the temperature, and an in-situ reflectometry system 
used for monitoring growth rate and nanowire dimensions in real time (see 
Section 5.5 for a more detailed description). Note that a thermocouple measures 
the susceptor temperature, and the real growth temperature at the sample is 
expected to be lower due to the flow of cooler gases. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of an MOVPE system (based on Aixtron 200/4) illustrating the principle of 
metalorganic (MO) precursor bubblers, hydride gases, and a reactor with a sample and an in-situ 
reflectometry system. The variables used in Eqs. (3.1-3.3) are indicated in gray. 

If we now look at the network of gas lines on the left side of the reactor, we see 
that, in our system, hydrogen (H2) carrier gas is used for growth. The carrier gas is 
split into several lines and sent to “pick-up” MO precursors or hydrides, supply a 
base flow to the reactor and exhaust lines, control rotation of the susceptor, or to 
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purge the optical reflectometry window and the liner (last three parts are not 
shown in the figure). Overall, it leads to a messy network that can be hard to 
follow at first and we will highlight only some parts of the design. 

In MOVPE, as the name suggests, the growth proceeds with supply of material in 
vapor phase. However, not all materials start in the vapor phase. Furthermore, in 
MOVPE, the group III and V constituents are not supplied as elements but in the 
form of so called precursor molecules. Group V materials are often supplied in the 
form of hydride gases, e.g., phosphine (PH3) or arsine (AsH3). The group III 
precursors, however, are typically supplied as MOs, such as trimethylindium 
(TMIn, In(CH3)3), trimethylgallium (TMGa, Ga(CH3)3), and triethylgallium 
(TEGa, Ga(C2H5)3) that have been used in this thesis. These precursors are 
typically in liquid (TEGa, TMGa) or solid (TMIn) form at around room 
temperature, and thus the so called bubblers are used to extract materials in gas 
form (see Figure 3.1 bottom left). 

A bubbler is essentially a cylinder filled with a specified material in liquid or solid 
form and with an inlet and an outlet for gases to flow, or bubble through the 
material. The equilibrium vapor pressure in the cylinder MO1,eq( )p  depends only 
on the liquid material and temperature. Thus, the MO cylinder is placed in a liquid 
(water/glycol) bath for temperature-control. In this thesis, hydrogen (H2) is used as 
a carrier gas, which flows into the bubbler through the MO material with a flow 
value B1Φ  set by the mass flow controller (MFC). An equal flow of vapor then 
leaves the cylinder from the top part, at a bubbler pressure B1( )p  fixed by the 
pressure controller. The actual concentration of the MO precursor in the flow is 
then determined by the input flow B1,Φ  bubbler temperature B1T  and pressure 

B1p . 

Description and control of material flows 

The growth process is controlled by setting reactor and bubbler temperature and 
pressure as well as carrier gas flow values sent to the MOs and gas flow values for 
hydrides. Typically, the flow values are set as volume flow in units of standard 
cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). In the case of MOs, this flow value only 
specifies the amount of carrier gas sent into a bubbler, not the actual amount of 
growth material sent to the reactor. In order to relate the two values, one needs to 
consider the vapor pressure of the material as well as the temperature and pressure 
of the bubbler. All in all, it is convenient to describe the material entering the 
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reactor in terms of a molar fraction, which is independent of reactor total flow as 
well as other settings, and thus can easily be applied for reproducing the growth by 
other researchers. The molar fraction of a metalorganic precursor, MO,χ  is given 
as a ratio of the MO partial pressure in the reactor MO( )p  and the total reactor 
pressure tot( ),p  which can be further expressed as: 

 MO,eq B BMO
MO

tot B MO,eq tot

( )

( )

p Tp
p p p

χ
×Φ

= =
− ×Φ

, (3.1) 

where BΦ  and totΦ  are the carrier gas flux into the bubbler, and total gas flux in 
the reactor respectively, Bp  is the regulated bubbler pressure, and MO,eqp  is the 
equilibrium vapor pressure of MO, which depends on the bubbler temperature B,T  
and is given by: 

 ( )BMO,eq
1013.2510

760
a b Tp −= × , (3.2) 

where the first term is a parametric form for vapor pressure calculation, defined by 
empirical parameters a and b that are known for common metal organic precursors 
(see Table 3.1 below for the parameters of the precursors used in this thesis). The 
second term is conversion from Torr pressure units to mbar, since the parametric 
equation gives pressure in Torr, whereas we prefer to use mbar. 

Table 3.1. Vapor pressure parameters of metal organic precursors used in this thesis (data from 
AkzoNobel product data sheets [144-146]) 

 a b (K) 

TMIn 10.98 3204 

TMGa 8.07 1703 

TEGa 8.08 2162 

 

For precursors already in the gas phase, the situation is even simpler, since the 
partial pressure of the gas, gas ,p  is directly proportional to gas input flow rate, 

gas.Φ  Thus, the molar fraction for gaseous precursors is given by: 

 gas gas
gas

tot tot

p
p

χ
Φ

= =
Φ

. (3.3) 

An important part of the flow design is to keep the flow constant and balanced, in 
order to avoid fluctuations and transient effects that can be especially detrimental 
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to heterostructure abruptness. In this respect, in an Aixtron 200/4 system, 
whenever a carrier flow is set for the source, another flow is set with a second 
MFC to keep the sum of the two values constant (see Figure 3.1). Additionally, 
line and run/vent switches are implemented in order to allow stabilization of the 
materials before sending them to the reactor, as well as to balance the flows when 
materials are switched between the reactor and exhaust. Note that this switching 
and subsequent mixing of the gases is done as close to the reactor inlet as possible 
in order to avoid any parasitic pre-reactions in the gas lines. 

3.1.2 Gas phase processes 

A gas is just a collection of molecules, whereas a molecule consists of atoms 
bonded to each other in a specific way. Different atoms are thus introduced into 
the growth reactor by bonding them with various other atoms to achieve certain 
properties of the molecules. For example, every molecule requires different 
amount of energy to break it apart. Pyrolysis, in particular, is thermal 
decomposition of a molecule at elevated temperatures. A temperature at which the 
molecules are fully pyrolysed (group III/V atoms free from the organic 
components) is typically referred to as pyrolysis or thermal decomposition 
temperature. However, one should be aware that pyrolysis depends on temperature 
exponentially and there is a range of temperatures where precursors can be 
partially pyrolysed. Too low pyrolysis temperatures can lead to immediate 
pyrolysis and parasitic deposition of the material on the gas lines and reactor 
walls, thus contaminating the reactor as well as wasting material. In addition, if 
growth temperature is much higher than the pyrolysis temperature, desorption 
could dominate and stop the growth process. On the other hand, too high pyrolysis 
temperature can lead to inefficient use of materials as the precursors go to exhaust 
without incorporating into the crystal. 

In Paper I, we have used TEGa precursor instead of TMGa due to its lower 
pyrolysis temperature. In particular, TEGa is expected to fully pyrolyse at 
≈ 350°C, TMGa at ≈ 480°C, and TMIn at ≈ 350°C (see Figures 5.11, 5.9, and 5.4 
respectively in Stringfellow et al. [143] and references therein for precursor 
percentage pyrolysis as a function of temperature in various ambients). Since 
particle assisted nanowire growth in MOVPE is typically carried out at relatively 
low temperatures (e.g., ≈ 440°C [147]), considerations of precursor pyrolysis 
temperatures become important. For GaInP nanowires, only a narrow growth 
window exists due to very different pyrolysis temperatures of TMIn and TMGa: 
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TMIn gets increasingly more difficult to incorporate into the crystal above 
≈ 450°C [148], whereas TMGa precursor is not fully pyrolysed at temperatures 
below ≈ 480°C, which leads to both more complex growth processes, as well as to 
inefficient precursor consumption. Therefore, TEGa precursor, especially in 
combination with TMIn, could be expected to perform better; and in Paper I, we 
have demonstrated versatility of TEGa precursor by synthesis of high yield GaInP 
nanowire arrays, with a materials composition tunable over a wide range by the 
group III input flows. It is worth noting here that another benefit of TEGa 
precursor, in comparison to TMGa, is expected reduced carbon incorporation in 
growth of layers [143]. This is often attributed to the larger ethyl molecule that 
decomposes in a different pathway than the methyl molecule, which is expected to 
be the main contributor to carbon incorporation. For growth of nanowires with a 
Au particle, however, this consideration is less relevant, since carbon solubility in 
Au is low and thus the particle acts as a filter for carbon impurities [89]. 
Nonetheless, carbon could incorporate at the sidewalls, and it would also be 
relevant for selective area growth of nanowires where a particle is not used [149]. 

As the gas enters the reactor, it can pyrolyse already in the gas phase 
(homogeneous pyrolysis) if temperature is high enough. However, typically, most 
of the pyrolysis happens at surfaces (heterogeneous pyrolysis), where thermal 
decomposition energy is reduced by the presence of a surface. In reality, there is a 
mixture of both homogeneous and heterogeneous pyrolysis, and to make matters 
even more complicated, different precursors and their radicals interact with each 
other and can increase pyrolysis rates even further as well as combine to form new 
adducts with different decomposition properties. For example, the decomposition 
temperatures of AsH3 and PH3 are significantly lowered when introduced together 
with TMGa or TMIn due to methyl radicals, whereas decomposition temperature 
of TMGa and TMIn can be at the same time lowered by AsH3 and PH3 due to 
hydrogen radicals (e.g., [150,151]). For more details on complex kinetics of 
precursor chemical reactions, see Chapter 5 in Stringfellow et al. [143] and 
references therein. 

3.1.3 Processes on the surface 

Temperature as well as concentration gradient across the reactor leads to the flow 
of materials towards the sample on the susceptor. Thus, a portion of precursors and 
the products of full or partial pyrolysis end up at the semiconductor surface. When 
close to the surface, the precursors can diffuse in the gas phase until they either 
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pyrolyse to some degree and incorporate into the crystal, exit to the exhaust, or get 
adsorbed to the surface. The adsorbed molecule (or atom) is only weakly bound to 
the surface by van der Waals forces, which means that the available thermal 
energy is enough to break the attractive forces and allow the molecule (or atom) to 
diffuse on the surface until it incorporates into the crystal or gets desorbed back to 
the gas. Note that if the molecule is not fully pyrolysed before incorporation into 
the crystal, some elements of the molecule can be added to the crystal as dopants. 

 

Figure 3.2. Illustration of important sites of an atom on a crystal surface as described in the main text. 
An atom attracted from the gas and weakly bonded to the crystal at an adsorption site is called an 
adatom (red) and can then either diffuse on the crystal surface or desorb back to the vapor phase. 
Diffusing adatom can then incorporate at a kink site (blue), step site (green), or create a new nucleus 
(violet) by coordination of several adatoms that then result in new step and kink sites, which lead to the 
growth of the nucleus. 

A simple and intuitive way to imagine crystal growth is to think of atoms as cubes 
(more generally, the building blocks could be atoms, ions, or molecules – 
however, here we assume that the molecules were fully pyrolysed and only atoms 
remain on the surface). Such a description of the crystal is referred to as the Kossel 
crystal [93], where the number of free faces of a cube relates to the energy 
required to create that surface area in order to incorporate the atom into the crystal 
at that location. Replacing an identical surface at the incorporation site is 
considered to not cost any energy as no new surface is created. In such a picture, 
higher number of free surfaces refers to a higher energy state and thus the 
adsorbed atom (adatom) (red in Figure 3.2), which has 5 of the faces exposed, will 
look for an incorporation site where it can minimize the energy of crystal 
formation. A kink site (blue in Figure 3.2) is the most energetically favorable site 
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for incorporation into the crystal, followed by the step site (green), whereas 
nucleation of a new nucleus (violet) is the most energy costly path, since it 
requires creation of the largest new surface area as well as coordination of several 
adatoms to form a stable nucleus. Thus, growth can proceed in a so called terrace 
step kink model, where first an adatom is added to a step and then other adatoms 
incorporate to kink sites in order to complete the step before starting a new step. 
However, if diffusion length is short compared to the distance between steps, the 
preferred incorporation route depends on the position of the adatom. 

3.1.4 Thermodynamic and kinetic considerations 

Vapor phase epitaxy of a crystalline solid consists of a transition from a vapor 
phase to a solid crystal phase. Such a phase transition can be described by 
thermodynamics on a larger scale. However, understanding growth phenomena 
requires kinetics as well, where processes on an atomistic scale are considered. In 
other words, thermodynamics describes the potential for crystal growth, whereas 
kinetics governs the rates at which the growth processes occur, where, in 
particular, the slowest (rate-limiting) step determines the growth rate behavior. 

Concentration gradient of materials above the substrate surface can be controlled 
by growth temperature and input flows, which in turn describes the presence of a 
driving force for material growth. In thermodynamic terms, the driving force for 
growth of a solid crystal is described by the chemical potential difference, where 
chemical potential of a species in a mixture is defined as the rate of change of the 
free energy (Gibbs energy G) of a thermodynamic system with respect to the 
change in the number of moles (ni) of the species i that are added to the system: 

 
, , j i
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i T p n
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 ∂
=   ∂ 

, (3.4) 

where T and p are temperature and pressure respectively. Thermodynamics 
equilibrium is defined by the minimum of the Gibbs energy, and thus in 
equilibrium, chemical potentials of all phases and all components are equal. In 
order to make a reaction happen, a driving force is established by a chemical 
potential difference. In vapor phase epitaxy, this difference is between the 
chemical potential of the vapor v( )µ  and that of the solid crystal s( ):µ  

 vs v sµ µ µ∆ = − , (3.5) 
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where a positive vsµ∆  indicates a driving force for material to move from the 
vapor to the solid crystal, whereas a negative value would indicate the reverse 
process, which is called etching or desorption of atoms. Such a phase transition 
and chemical potential difference can typically be achieved by varying the actual 
vapor pressure, ,p  of input material, which, for the simplest case of an ideal gas in 
a single component, can be expressed as: 

 ( )vs eqlnRT p pµ∆ = , (3.6) 

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, eqp  is equilibrium 
(also called saturation) vapor pressure of the solid, and eqp p  is the 
supersaturation ratio of the gas. 

In addition to chemical potential difference, the formation of a new phase in the 
initial stage of growth requires nucleation, i.e., small clusters of particles forming 
a stable nucleus of the solid. After a stable nucleus is formed, the crystal can grow 
from it by attaching atoms to an edge or kink as described in Section 3.1.3. The 
process of nucleation requires overcoming a nucleation energy barrier due to 
creation of new interfaces. Although nucleation can occur spontaneously and 
randomly in a homogeneous initial phase (e.g., forming a solid or liquid nucleus in 
the vapor), the drive for nucleation is strongly facilitated by the presence of 
preferential nucleation sites, such as inhomogeneity like a substrate or suspended 
particles, where some energy is released by destroying pre-existing interfaces. In 
epitaxial growth, which implies a presence of a substrate, nucleation typically only 
happens at the surfaces. The nucleation barrier that needs to be overcome to create 
a nucleus can be expressed by the difference in the Gibbs free energy: 

 VΔ Δ Δ SG G G= + , (3.7) 

where the first term represents released energy by formation of a volume, whereas 
the second term represents the energy cost for surface creation (we ignore any 
strain in the nucleus here). The two energies thus need to be balanced, which leads 
to a critical nucleus size as illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the case of an unstrained, 
spherical nucleus in a homogeneous surrounding, where the total change of Gibbs 
free energy is given by: 
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∆ = − + , (3.8) 

where µ∆  is the supersaturation between the initial and final phases (note that 
µ∆  is positive here for formation of a solid, which leads to reduced nucleation 
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barrier by the first term), mV  is the mole volume of the new phase, r  is the radius 
of the spherical nucleus, and γ  is surface free energy, which can be regarded as 
reversible work to form a unit area of a surface. As a simplification, the surface 
energy of any solid can be taken to be proportional to its number of dangling 
bonds, which is then proportional to the number of free faces of the cube in the 
Kossel crystal model as we described in Section 3.1.3. 

In Figure 3.3, the change in the total Gibbs free energy initially increases due to 
creation of a new surface, until a critical radius ( )r∗  is reached where the volume 
term starts to dominate. G∗∆  is thus the critical work needed to form a stable 
nucleus. If the size of the nucleus is smaller than the critical size, the nucleus is 
unstable and tends to disband, whereas if it is larger, the nucleus is stable against 
decomposition and the growth is now limited by mass transport or kinetic 
reactions rather than nucleation. 

 

Figure 3.3. Gibbs free energy change as a function of nucleus radius for the case of a homogeneous 
nucleation of a spherical nucleus. Surface (ΔGS) and volume (ΔGV) formation contributions are shown 
as red and green lines respectively. 

For the heterogeneous nucleation, one needs to adjust the volume term to take into 
account the actual shape of the nucleus, which depends on the wetting properties 
of a surface, and one needs to split the surface term to describe all the different 
interfaces available. The difference between the interfacial energies and the shape 
of the nucleus thus defines the preferential sites for nucleation. This consideration 
is especially important to explain the highly anisotropic growth of nanowires, as 
will be described in more detail in Section 3.2. 
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Temperature dependence 

 

Figure 3.4. A logarithmic dependence of growth rate on inverse of temperature for a typical MOVPE 
process. At low temperatures, growth rate increases exponentially with temperature as a result of 
temperature activated, kinetically limited, reactions. At intermediate temperatures, growth rate is only 
weakly dependent on temperature and the process is governed by mass-transport. At high 
temperatures, growth rate starts decreasing with temperature, typically, due to desorption of growth 
materials from the crystal surface or parasitic reactions in the reactor. 

Finally, three important epitaxy regimes defined by temperature ranges should be 
introduced here. Without considering the detailed growth mechanisms, the limiting 
regimes can be identified by investigating growth rate dependence as a function of 
temperature (Figure 3.4). High quality thin films are typically grown at 
intermediate growth temperatures, where growth rate is limited by the material 
transport through the vapor phase to the growth interface. Particle assisted 
nanowires, on the other hand, are typically grown at lower temperatures, in 
kinetically limited regime, where the gas phase supplies precursors to the surface 
at a rate much higher than the rate of growth reactions. Here, the growth rate 
increases exponentially with temperature, indicating that thermally activated 
processes limit the growth rate. In particular, precursor pyrolysis and interface 
growth reactions can be the cause for such temperature dependence, where the 
slowest reaction limits the growth rate, which can be expressed by an Arrhenius 
equation: 

 aexp
E

k
RT

 
∝ − 

 
, (3.9) 

where k is the rate constant (or growth rate), R is the universal gas constant, T is 
temperature, and aE  is the activation energy for the limiting reaction. Activation 
energy is commonly specified for various reactions, which can help with 
identifying the limiting process [143]. With increased temperature, thermally 
activated processes become faster (due to exponential temperature dependence) in 
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comparison to the diffusion in the gas phase, which depends only weakly on the 
temperature (diffusion coefficient 3 2 ).T∝  Thus, intermediate temperatures lead 
to the mass transport limited regime, where growth rate is nearly independent of 
temperature. Radial growth of nanowires can be achieved in this regime, as will be 
introduced in Section 3.2.3. At even higher temperatures, due to enhanced 
desorption of molecules and parasitic deposition at the reactor walls, growth rate 
starts decreasing. 

3.2 Considerations for nanowire growth 

While the fundamental principles of vapor phase epitaxy apply to the growth of 
particle-assisted nanowires as well, there are some specific considerations that 
result in very different structures. At the heart of this difference are both the 
presence of an assisting metal particle, and the small dimensions of the nanowires 
with a large surface area and different crystallographic facets. Thus, in this section, 
we add some details of fabrication and general growth processes of Au-particle 
seeded nanowire arrays that have been used for the work in this thesis. 

3.2.1 Periodic array preparation 

The nanowire arrays in this thesis have been grown with geometry and materials in 
mind for development of nanowire solar cells in the future. Hence, as solar cells 
require large area, high-throughput, and highly absorbing materials, the NIL 
patterning technique and the nanowire array optics guidelines (Chapter 4) have 
been employed to obtain patterned substrates of desired dimensions. 

The NIL process can be described step by step as follows [152]: (i) A wafer, on 
which growth will be carried out, is spin coated with double layer resist structure, 
where the first resist is a lift-off resist that is easily dissolved with a remover 
chemical, whereas the second, top resist layer is an imprint resist into which the 
pattern is transferred. (ii) A prepared stamp with the inverse of the desired 
structure is then pressed onto the wafer with the resists and the pattern is 
transferred into the top-resist. (iii) The compressed residual layer is removed by 
oxygen plasma and then a wet chemical etching step is used to partially etch the 
bottom lift-off resist so that the wafer surface is exposed and an undercut profile is 
created to aid the lift-off process later by separating Au particles of the pattern 
from the unwanted Au film deposition on the resist. (iv) Finally, Au is evaporated, 
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and (v) remover chemical is used to dissolve the lift-off resist resulting in a 
defined pattern of Au discs (see Figure 3.5a and 3.6a) with the diameters defined 
by the imprint stamp and the oxygen plasma etching step, whereas the height of 
the discs is defined by the thickness of the evaporated Au layer. The volume of the 
Au particle then defines the diameter of the nanowire depending on the 
semiconductor material and growth conditions [9,142]. 

3.2.2 Vapor liquid solid growth 

When the Au particle pattern is defined on a wafer, the wafer can be cleaved into 
smaller pieces (like in Figure 1.1a), which are then placed inside the MOVPE 
growth reactor on the graphite susceptor (see Figure 3.1). The growth procedure 
(Figure 3.5) typically starts with increasing the susceptor temperature under group 
V and carrier H2 pressure in order to anneal the substrate and remove native oxides 
before the actual growth of the nanowires is started. Otnes et al. [77] have shown 
that a two-step pre-nucleation procedure can improve pattern preservation. In such 
a case, a pre-anneal nucleation step is used where group III precursors are supplied 
to the growth chamber at a temperature below the intended growth temperature. 
During the supply of the group III and V precursors at low temperature, the Au 
particle is alloyed with the group III material, which reduces the effective melting 
temperature of the Au alloy particle and thus forms depressions in the substrate 
surface that prevent thermally activated movement of the Au alloy particle and 
hence preserve the pattern [77]. Group III precursor supply is switched off during 
the annealing step, and turned back on after annealing and reduction of 
temperature to that of the growth. 

The growth mechanism of semiconductor nanowires from Au particles, in our 
work, is governed by the vapor liquid solid (VLS) growth principle, initially 
introduced by Wagner and Ellis [4], which can be described as follows: A vapor 
phase semiconductor source (group III precursor) is pyrolysed and dissolves into 
the Au particle, creating an eutectic alloy (Figure 3.5b), which means that the alloy 
has a lower melting point than its constituents individually. If growth temperature 
is above the Au/semiconductor alloy eutectic point, the particle is liquid. However, 
for growth below the eutectic point, it has been observed that whether the particle 
is liquid or solid depends on temperature and specific materials, as well as 
precursor pressure and thermal history [138]. The alloying of the Au particle with 
the group III material continues until supersaturation is reached and the chemical 
potential between the vapor-liquid and liquid-solid interfaces acts as a driving 
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force for nucleation of the solid semiconductor [28] (Figure 3.5c). The nanowire 
continues to grow with the continued flow of chosen precursors (Figure 3.5d, 
3.6b). At this point, group III or V precursors can be switched to different ones in 
order to create axial heterostructures. Additionally, other group elements can be 
introduced in order to dope the semiconductor. In general, group V/III ratio, 
temperature, and precursor pressures can be adjusted in order to control the growth 
rate, crystal structure and material quality of the nanowires [153]. At the end of the 
growth process, group III source is switched off and the system is cooled down 
under group V and H2 carrier pressure. During this cool down, however, growth 
can still continue as the Au-alloy particle precipitates group III material stored in 
the particle during growth. 

 

Figure 3.5. A schematic illustration of MOVPE VLS growth: (a) Au particles deposited on the substrate 
covered by patterned SiNx mask, (b) introduced vapor phase precursors alloy with the Au particle, (c) 
nucleation takes place at the substrate-nanoparticle interface, (d) nanowire continues to grow with the 
flow of chosen precursors, (e) shell growth is carried out by increasing the growth temperature and 
adjusting the precursor flows (see Section 3.2.3). 

 

Figure 3.6. Scanning electron microscope images of (a) Au-particle array after NIL process and (b) 
nanowire array after growth. 

Back to thermodynamic and kinetic considerations 

To grow a crystal in the form of a nanowire, extremely anisotropic growth is 
required, i.e., growth in one direction needs to be strongly preferred. However, if 
we consider just the chemical potential differences that were introduced in 
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Section 3.1.4, the relation between chemical potentials in each phase for the VLS 
growth is expected to be: v l sµ µ µ> >  for the vapor, liquid and solid phases, 
respectively. Thus, the biggest chemical potential difference is between vapor and 
solid, which would lead to preferential growth directly from vapor to solid, 
without involvement of a liquid particle. Such pure thermodynamic considerations, 
therefore, do not explain the role of the liquid particle for nanowire growth. In 
some systems, the seed particle has been observed to act as a catalyst for 
decomposition of precursors [154-156], which could explain why crystal grows 
under the particle as well as why particle assisted nanowires typically grow in the 
kinetically limited regime. However, catalytic behavior where a particle lowers the 
activation energy compared to planar growth is not always observed, which could 
mean either that the particle is not catalytic, or that the catalyzed reaction is not 
rate limiting. Furthermore, nanowires can also be grown from a seed particle in 
molecular beam epitaxy, where materials are introduced as elements and thus no 
thermally-activated processes exist to be catalyzed. Thus, even if the particle 
might be catalytic, catalytic behavior cannot be treated as a general, system 
independent mechanism for explaining the anisotropic growth of nanowires 
[157,158]. Instead, we need to look more in depth and consider nucleation events 
in the VLS system, as has been described in detail by Wacaser et al. [158]. 

Here, the liquid particle introduces interfaces between the different phases with 
different interfacial energies. Assuming a simplified, flat particle-solid interface 
model, four distinct nucleus positions for VLS growth are depicted in Figure 3.7a: 
(I) on the substrate or (II) nanowire surface, where the nucleus has interfaces with 
the solid and vapor, (III) inside the particle, where the nucleus interfaces are with 
solid crystal and liquid particle, and (IV) at the triple phase interface inside the 
particle, where the nucleus has interfaces with vapor, liquid and solid at the same 
time. The sites I and II are very similar, with a difference only in the facet 
orientation for the created surfaces, which can affect surface energies that we 
disregard here. If we use the classic nucleation theory, briefly introduced in 
Section 3.1.4., we can compare the change in Gibbs free energy for sites I, III, and 
IV (we adapt the equations now for a 2D nucleus as a single monolayer cylinder 
with height h and perimeter P): 

 I,II vs vsG n Phµ γ∆ = −∆ + ,  (3.10) 

 III ls lsG n Phµ γ∆ = −∆ + ,  (3.11) 

 IV vs vs vs ls lsG n P h P hµ γ γ∆ = −∆ + + ,  (3.12) 
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where µ∆  is the chemical potential difference per mole of atoms added to the 
nucleus at an interface between the two phases given by the indices v for vapor, l 
for liquid, and s for solid, n  is the number of moles added to the nucleus, γ  is the 
surface energy at the respective interface indicated by the indices, whereas vsP  
and lsP  refer to the partial perimeter of the nucleus, only along the respective 
interfaces. Note that only the side surfaces play a role in the surface energy terms, 
because the top surface interface is considered to be the same as the one replaced 
at the bottom of the nucleus. 

 

Figure 3.7. Schematics of (a) the main nucleation sites and (b) possible material supply pathways 
during VLS nanowire growth, as described in the main text. 

If we considered only supersaturation, then site I would be preferential over site III 
in Figure 3.7a since vs ls.µ µ∆ > ∆  However, the difference in the surface energies 
at the two sites can make nucleation at site III preferential. At the triple phase 
interface (site IV), the change in Gibbs free energy for formation of a nucleus 
could be very low, because supersaturation is high, and the nucleus as well as the 
liquid particle, can adjust its shape and contact angle in order to minimize surface 
energy terms [158]. 

Note, however, that the actual situation is even more complicated, as it has been 
observed that the particle solid interface is not always flat [159,160]. Instead, the 
interfaces at the nanowire sides can be truncated, in which case the main 
nanowire-particle interface facet does not reach the triple face interface. In this 
case, nucleation was suggested to start at a site III, at the corner of the truncation. 
After formation of a nucleus at the particle-solid interface, addition of new atoms 
proceeds with a reduced energy barrier, since fewer or no new interfaces need to 
be created. Nanowire growth then typically proceeds in a layer by layer (or birth 
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and spread) manner, where a nucleus is followed by a quick completion of the full 
layer, during which the particle gets depleted from the precursors, which results in 
reduced supersaturation and halts the growth. New nucleation event happens after 
an incubation period where particle supersaturation is increased by continued 
supply of precursors [161,162]. 

The different pathways for supply of precursors to particle assisted nanowire 
growth as well as processes parasitic to the axial nanowire growth are illustrated in 
Figure 3.7b. The processes can be split into 4 categories: (i) gas-phase diffusion 
(1), (ii) precursor decomposition reactions at the assisting particle (2), nanowire 
sidewall (2’), or substrate (2’’) surface, (iii) diffusion of reactants through the 
assisting particle (3), on the nanowire sidewall (3’), or on the substrate (3’’) 
surface, and (iv) nucleation and subsequent growth of a solid crystal at the 
liquid-solid interface (4), at the nanowire sidewall resulting in shell growth (4’), or 
at the substrate surface resulting in thin film layer growth. Every process has a 
different dependence on temperature, precursor flows and total flow, which can 
help identify which processes are limiting in different situations (for an example, 
see Verheijen et al. [154]). 

Diffusion considerations 

Due to high vapor pressures, group V precursors, such as AsH3 and PH3, typically 
incorporate into the crystal by direct impingement to the Au particle/growth 
interface. Group III precursors, however, have lower vapor pressures and longer 
surface diffusion lengths. Hence, as shown in Figure 3.7b, group III precursors can 
attach at the nanowire sidewall or substrate surface and then diffuse towards the 
growth interface in addition to the direct impingement pathway. Taking these 
considerations into account, we can roughly describe how nanowire axial growth 
rate will change with time, i.e., increasing nanowire length. In the very beginning, 
the growth rate is slow until the particle reaches the steady state supersaturation. 
Once the nanowire starts growing at a steady state, most of the material is 
collected from the substrate, defined by the substrate surface diffusion length sλ  
of the diffusing species. As the nanowire continues to grow, the collection area on 
the substrate decreases (pink area on the substrate in Figure 3.8a), whereas 
additional collection area on the nanowire sidewalls shows up. However, since the 
substrate collection area decreases with the square of the nanowire length L, 
whereas the nanowire sidewall area increases only linearly with L, the overall 
growth rate should decrease. Note that, in reality, diffusion constants on different 
facets and materials differ, as has been considered in more extensive models for 
nanowire growth rates [163,164]. If nanowire length exceeds the diffusion length 
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of the species (Figure 3.8b), the collection area will remain constant with further 
growth and thus growth rate should stay constant. 

 

Figure 3.8. Schematics of surface diffusion contribution to the growth of nanowires, with the pink color 
representing collection area where adsorbed atoms can diffuse to the growth interface. 

For the simplified picture, described above, we have assumed that nanowires are 
separated at a distance larger than any surface or gas diffusion lengths. Such 
regime is called the independent growth regime, and Johansson et al. [163] give a 
more extensive description with a mass transport model for nanowire growth in 
this case. If the nanowires are instead very densely packed and surface diffusion 
lengths overlap, the growth rate is expected to be lower and decrease with 
decreased nanowire separation, as the nanowires need to compete for shared 
material [165]. In between such independent and competitive regimes, however, a 
third, synergetic regime has been observed [155]. Synergetic regime happens 
when the surface diffusion collection areas do not overlap, but the larger gas phase 
diffusion areas for precursors decomposed at the Au particles do overlap. These 
precursors, partially decomposed at the catalyst particles, can then diffuse and 
reach growth fronts of other nanowires, thus increasing total available material for 
growth. In such a regime, nanowire growth rate actually increases with decreased 
nanowire separation, as well as increased diameter (whereas in the competitive 
regime thin nanowires grow faster). The nanowire arrays used in this thesis are 
fairly densely packed with pitch of 500 nm and thus most likely face the 
competitive growth regime, although synergetic effects could also be in play. The 
actual regime and the strength of the effect depend on pitch of the array, size of the 
particles, and the temperature dependent diffusion lengths of the used materials. 
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3.2.3 Shell growth 

As we discussed in Section 3.1.4, the particle assisted growth of the nanowires 
typically takes place in the kinetically limited regime, whereas planar epitaxial 
layers are typically grown at a higher temperature in the mass-transport limited 
regime. Shell growth mostly resembles the planar growth of layers and thus 
requires higher temperatures to overcome kinetic limitations. Such growth 
mechanism is no longer described by the VLS mechanism, but rather by a direct 
vapor solid growth at the side-facets. 

Some shell growth often occurs even in the kinetically limited regime despite a 
considerably higher growth rate along the nanowire axis than on the nanowire side 
facets when growth conditions are optimized for axial growth. In this case, 
however, the shell is usually of poor quality, and it can short-circuit a p-n junction 
in axial nanowires for photovoltaic applications. Thus, in-situ etchants are 
sometimes used in order to prevent formation of such a shell during growth. In 
Paper II, we have used hydrogen bromide (HBr), as in Ref. [166], and in Papers I 
and III - hydrogen chloride (HCl), as in Refs. [167-170], to prevent parasitic radial 
growth for GaAs and GaInP nanowires respectively. In addition, in-situ use of HCl 
can widen the parameter space for non-tapered nanowire growth, reduce 
incorporation of carbon impurities, and affect crystal structure [167,170,171]. For 
ternary materials, it can also lead to a change in composition, possibly due to 
formation of indium chloride (InCl) and gallium chloride (GaCl) compounds that 
have different decomposition and desorption probabilities [168], [Paper I]. 

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, controlled epitaxial shell growth can be desirable 
for nanowire surface passivation. A shell can be grown (see Figure 3.5e) by 
increasing the growth temperature and moving to a thermodynamically limited 
regime, where growth rate for the side facets is considerably higher than the axial 
growth rate. 

If the Au particle is not removed before the radial growth, some axial growth is 
expected, where the exact amount varies based on the growth parameters and 
precursors used [Paper II]. It is possible to etch away the Au particles 
(Section 3.2.4) ex-situ by wet chemical etching. However, if Au is etched away, 
the sample needs to be transferred from and back to the growth reactor, which 
exposes the sample to the surrounding environment. Such exposure can lead to 
oxidation of the material and potential deterioration of its optical quality, which 
might not be recovered by passivation procedure with the shell grown afterwards. 
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3.2.4 Preparation after growth 

Au etch 

Au-particle assisted nanowire growth, as described in Section 3.2.2, is still by far 
the most common. However, the Au particles are expected to increase reflection of 
the array [172,173] and thus are usually removed during solar cell processing. In 
Paper III, we have studied the effect of Au particles on the nanowire array optical 
response. For that study, the Au particles were removed from one sample ex-situ 
by wet chemical etching in a KI:I2:H2O solution after growth (see Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9. Scanning electron microscope images of an InP nanowire array sample (a) before, and (b) 
after the Au-etch procedure. 

Peel-off 

If nanowires are grown on a III-V semiconductor substrate, the costly substrate 
material significantly exceeds the amount of material used for the nanowires. In 
order to allow cheaper solar cell manufacturing, re-use of the substrate for multiple 
growths is highly desired. Furthermore, one of the tandem solar cell approaches, 
introduced in Section 2.2.3, requires nanowire arrays embedded in a transparent 
membrane, which could be also of interest for flexible devices. Peel-off [31,73,74] 
is a procedure where the nanowire array is embedded in a flexible polymer, which 
preferably shows negligible absorption of light for most of the relevant 
wavelengths. The polymer is applied to the nanowire array in a liquid form and 
then cured, after which it can be mechanically peeled-off from the substrate. This 
should result in nanowires mostly being broken close to the nanowire-bottom to 
substrate interface, although sometimes a small stub remains on the substrate. 
Peeled-off samples have been investigated experimentally in Papers II and III, and 
modelled theoretically in Paper IV. 
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4 Nanowire array optics 

The use of nanowire arrays as solar cells offers intriguing benefits, where 
geometry dependent efficient absorption of light is the most cited one. In order to 
understand such benefits, we need to understand how nanowire array optics differs 
from the optics of bulk semiconductors. The understanding of nanowire array 
optics principles is a key in adapting the measurement methods and analyzing 
optical characterization of nanowire arrays. In this chapter, thus, we give a short 
description of why nanowire array optics is special, define main fundamental 
concepts and give examples of how nanowire geometry design can be used to 
obtain some optical effects. 

4.1 From bulk to nanowires 

In order to build up to the nanowire array optics, we start with a simpler and more 
familiar system – a thick bulk semiconductor. When light is incident on the thick 
bulk material in the form of a plane wave (see Figure 4.1a), it can be specularly 
reflected at the top interface or be transmitted into the bulk layer, where the light 
can travel as a plane wave until it reaches the bottom interface where it again can 
be reflected or transmitted. As the plane wave travels through the material, it can 
lose its coherence if the layer is thicker than the coherence length of the light. The 
forward propagating light, in such a case, cannot interfere with the backward 
propagating light, which simplifies the problem as the plane waves can then be 
described as optical rays propagating in different directions, and we need to keep 
track only of the intensity carried by each ray. Thus, bulk materials can be 
described by geometrical optics, and the Fresnel equations can be used to calculate 
the reflection and transmission of the rays at each interface. 

If we instead make this layer thinner than the coherence length (Figure 4.1b), as 
could be the case for the simplest anti-reflective (AR) coating that is just a quarter 
wavelength film, interference effects show up and geometrical optics is not 
sufficient to describe the problem anymore. Even though in Figure 4.1b the path of 
the light is drawn by arrows, indicating the presence of plane waves just as in the 
case of a thick layer, the forward and backward propagating waves can now 
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interfere, and we need to keep track of the phase of the light in addition to the 
intensity. Thus, wave optics is required to solve the scattering problem. The 
multiple scattering of the plane wave between the top and the bottom interfaces 
within the thin film leads to a geometric series, which allows for an analytical 
solution for the reflection and transmission of light. 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustrations of pathways of light in (a) a thick bulk material, (b) a thin film, and 
(c) a diffraction grating. The arrows indicate plane waves and their propagation direction, whereas the 
optical modes inside the grating are more complicated and not shown here. 

The nanowire array is essentially a diffraction grating and takes the light 
interaction one step further (Figure 4.1c) from the thin film case. The grating or 
nanowire array is typically thin enough so that the coherence of light is maintained 
as in the thin film case. However, due to the period which is on the order of the 
wavelength, we get additional diffracted orders at specific angles, defined by the 
grating period and materials surrounding the grating at the top and the bottom. 
These diffracted orders can be either propagating or evanescent (except for the 0th 
order which is always propagating), and a cutoff wavelength is defined for a 
diffracted order as the wavelength above which the diffracted order transforms 
from a propagating to an evanescent wave (note that the arrows in Figure 4.1c 
indicate only the propagating diffracted orders). Exactly at the cut-off wavelength, 
the diffracted order is a plane wave traveling purely along the surface of the 
grating. For normally incident light, the cutoff wavelength of the first diffracted 
order is given by cutoff ,npλ =  where n is the refractive index of the homogeneous 
medium above/below the grating, and p is the period of the grating. This first 
diffracted order is the propagating diffracted order, beyond the specular one, that 
disappears (becomes evanescent) at the longest wavelength. 

Inside the grating, the behavior of light is even more complicated, as light can 
bounce between the different features and give rise to new grating (array) modes. 
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As a result, in contrast to the bulk and thin film cases, analytical solutions are 
usually not available for the scattering of light by such diffraction gratings, and 
numerical modeling needs to be performed. The interaction of light with nanowire 
arrays will be described in more detail in the coming sections, whereas here we 
would like to mention one important additional connection point of the nanowire 
arrays to bulk concepts – the use of the bulk refractive index for our nanowires. 
Note that the nanowires that we are interested in for photovoltaics have relatively 
large diameters (around 200 nm) compared to the length scale at which quantum 
mechanical quantization effects show up in III-V nanowires. (For GaAs and InP 
nanowires, quantum confinement effects are observable at room temperature for 
diameters of less than around 20 nm as a rough estimate, obtained by comparing 
confinement energy of a one-dimensional infinite potential well model to thermal 
motion of the particles [174]. This rough estimate matches well with the 
experimental observation and the more accurate calculation for InP nanowires by 
Gudiksen et al. [175].) Therefore, we assume that the nanowire scatters light as a 
homogeneous bulk rod locally. Thus, we employ bulk refractive indices for the 
nanowires and we solve the classical Maxwell equations to take wave-optics 
diffraction/scattering effects into account. The use of the bulk refractive index for 
such nanowires has been shown to work well for analyzing the spectra of nanowire 
arrays, to the point where measured, complicated interference-dominated spectra 
could be quantitatively recreated by the modeling [176]. 

4.2 Geometric vs wave optics for nanowire arrays 

The geometry of a vertical nanowire array is specified by four main parameters: 
nanowire diameter D and length L, array pitch p (center to center separation of the 
nanowires), and array symmetry with the most common being the square and 
hexagonal symmetries (see Figure 4.2). The symmetry of the nanowire 
cross-section is also sometimes taken into account with the most common ones 
being a round cylinder shape, a cylinder with hexagonal facets as well as tapered 
nanowire shapes. 

In geometrical optics, a ray description of light is used, where the rays of light are 
assumed to be infinitesimally narrow and travel in straight lines. In such a picture, 
light would be able to pass through the gaps between the nanowires. However, 
considering the diffraction limit that originates from wave optics, we know that 
light can only be focused down to a spot size given by the Airy pattern, where the 
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full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Airy disk in the center is around the 
size of the wavelength of light. Thus, if the dimensions of the nanowire array 
(diameter or pitch especially) are on the order of or less than the wavelength of 
incident light, the light will simultaneously interact with both the nanowires and 
the air, which would not be described by ray optics. Additionally, theoretical 
modeling has demonstrated cases where almost no light is transmitted through a 
sparse nanowire array with a low area filling factor [34], [Paper IV] and 
experimental measurements often show transmission values close to zero for 
certain wavelengths of various nanowire arrays [32], [Paper III]. Hence, 
geometrical optics is not applicable for understanding the physics of nanowires 
and nanowire arrays of subwavelength sizes, and wave optics should be used 
instead [34,39,40]. 

 

Figure 4.2. Illustration of vertical nanowire array geometry with the main parameters that specify the 
array: (a) nanowire diameter D, nanowire length L, array pitch p, and (b) the symmetry of the array with 
the most common square and hexagonal symmetries shown in the figure. 

In fact, it was shown with full electrodynamics modeling that the results can be 
split into three optical regimes of (i) geometrical optics limit for ,D λ  
(ii) electrostatic limit for ,D λ0  and (iii) nanophotonic regime at D λ≈  where 
optical resonances are observed and result in enhanced absorption [39], or 
resonant reflection [Paper IV]. Photovoltaic nanowire arrays typically fall within 
the nanophotonic regime and full electrodynamic modeling is used to understand 
the optical properties of such systems, as has been done in Paper IV, where we 
used both the finite-element method in COMSOL Multiphysics to solve the 
scattering problem in real space, as well as the scattering matrix method to solve 
for eigenmodes in reciprocal space. The two methods can provide complementary 
information in a convenient way: the finite-element method yields directly the 
electromagnetic field in real space, whereas the scattering matrix method yields 
directly information about the optical modes of the system. 
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4.3 Optical modes 

Light is an electromagnetic wave that, in a homogeneous medium, can be 
described as a superposition of plane waves, where each plane wave has zero 
electric and magnetic field components along its propagation direction. For 
example, a plane wave incident towards a nanowire array from a direction parallel 
to the nanowire axis has zero electric and magnetic field components along the 
nanowire axis. When the incident light reaches the nanowires, however, the 
polarization is changed as new modes are excited. For example, transverse electric 
(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes are supported by the nanowires, where 
for the TE modes the electric field is perpendicular to the nanowire axis and the 
magnetic field has a component parallel to the nanowire axis and vice versa for the 
TM modes. Additionally, hybrid electromagnetic modes (HE and EH) are also 
supported by the nanowires, where the electric and magnetic field components are 
now both non-zero along the propagation direction, that is, along the nanowire 
axis. In order to theoretically model optical properties of nanowires and nanowire 
arrays, generally, Maxwell equations are solved under certain boundary conditions 
for light incident on the system. When a modal method, such as the scattering 
matrix method [177], is used, solutions to the problem are usually described in 
terms of eigenmodes, or modes for short. 

4.3.1 Single nanowire 

A single vertical nanowire (Figure 4.3a) acts, in principle, as an absorbing optical 
fiber (for photon energies above the band-gap – otherwise like a non-absorbing 
fiber) and supports waveguide modes where coupled-in light propagates along the 
axis of the nanowire. Light that does not interact with the nanowire mode can be 
depicted to be reflected or transmitted at the substrate/air interface according to the 
Fresnel equations, whereas light that does interact with the nanowire mode can be 
scattered at the top air/nanowire interface, absorbed along the nanowire length, 
and reflected or transmitted at the bottom substrate/nanowire interface [178]. 

In general, a single, isolated nanowire can show guided HEmn, EHmn, TE0n, and 
TM0n modes [179], where 1, 2, ...m =  denotes the angular dependence of the 
mode, whereas n is related to the number of nodes in the radial direction within the 
core of the nanowire. More specifically, the electric and magnetic field 
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components of a mode show dependence of the form of cos( )mϕ  or sin( )mϕ , 
where 0m =  for TE and TM modes in nanowires. Importantly, the normally 
incident, linearly polarized light shows 1m =  dependence in the angular direction. 
Coupling between two modes is allowed only if their difference in m value is even. 
Hence, the incident light can excite only HEmn and EHmn modes with odd m, and 
excitation of TE0n and TM0n modes is not possible. The modes that show the 
strongest response to normally incident light in a vertical nanowire are the HE1n 
guided modes, because the overlap with the incident plane wave is expected to be 
the largest for 1m = , and the field patterns of the HE1n modes are similar to the 
plane wave pattern outside the nanowire core, whereas the field patterns of the 
EH1n modes differ considerably [179,180]. It is important to mention that for a 
fixed geometry, the fundamental mode HE11 is propagating for all photon energies, 
but the higher order propagating modes show up only at higher energies. The 
wavelength at which a mode changes from a leaky mode [181] to a bound, 
propagating one can be referred to as a cut-off wavelength. The cut-off 
wavelengths, and thus the number of propagating modes at a specific wavelength 
depend on the nanowire diameter (as well as the nanowire material and the 
material surrounding the nanowire). 

 

Figure 4.3. Schematic illustration of modes (a) in a single vertical nanowire on a substrate where a 
guided mode propagates along the nanowire axis, (b) in a vertical nanowire array on a substrate where 
similar guided modes as in a single nanowire are supported, but light can also scatter between the 
nanowires giving rise to array-modes that can leak into the substrate, and (c) without the substrate, 
where array modes are confined within the nanowire array and give rise to in-plane modes. 
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4.3.2 Nanowire array 

Vertical nanowire arrays on a substrate (Figure 4.3b) support modes that follow 
similar behavior as the modes of a single vertical nanowire in some cases. For 
example, a mode similar to the fundamental single fiber HE11 mode can be found 
in an array. However, light can scatter between the nanowires, in addition to the 
top and bottom interfaces of the array, giving rise to array-modes with behavior 
deviating from the ones found in the individual nanowires. More specifically, for a 
low / Dλ  value, the array modes tend to converge towards the single nanowire 
modes, since the light becomes more and more confined to the nanowires 
[Paper IV] [182]. Just as in the single nanowire case, the array mode attributed to 
the single nanowire fundamental HE11 mode is propagating for all photon energies 
as well as any nanowire diameter and array pitch. Other modes change from 
propagating to evanescent modes at the cut-off wavelengths specific for each 
mode. The cut-off wavelengths and number of propagating modes in the case of 
arrays depend not just on the nanowire diameter, but also on the array pitch. 

It is worth noting here that the nanowire array optical response depends on the 
geometry of the array as well as its surroundings. In the above case of a nanowire 
array on a substrate, the array-modes typically leak into the propagating diffracted 
orders of the substrate (only first diffracted order is indicated in Figure 4.3b, into 
which we have seen strong leakage of array modes [Paper IV]). In such a case, the 
array modes do not accumulate multiple roundtrips between the top and the 
bottom interfaces of the array. 

However, if the array is embedded in a polymer and peeled-off from the substrate 
(Figure 4.3c), the cutoff wavelengths of the diffracted orders are much shorter due 
to the lower refractive indices surrounding the array, in which case, for a wide 
range of wavelengths, only the 0th diffracted order is propagating, and we have 
seen cases where an array mode does not leak efficiently into this 0th diffracted 
order [Paper IV]. Thus, the light bouncing between the nanowires and the top and 
bottom interfaces is instead confined within the array. This gives rise to a standing 
wave pattern that can result in reflectance or absorptance resonances [Paper III, 
IV] [183-188]. There are two ways to analyze these resonances: (i) as guided 
mode resonances that can form standing waves in the lateral direction (in-plane 
modes), which are similar to the modes obtained in dielectric slab waveguides 
[183,184,187,188], or (ii) as vertical, Fabry-Perot like array resonances that form a 
standing wave in the vertical direction, similar to thin films [185,186], [Paper IV]. 
The difference between these two ways stems from the way we choose to perceive 
the system, where in the first case, Maxwell equations are solved for waves 
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propagating in the nanowire-array plane, whereas in the second case, focus is on 
propagation along the nanowire axis. The two methods are complementary and 
highlight different aspects of the optical response. Note that the terms guided 
mode resonances, in-plane array modes and vertical Fabry-Perot array resonances 
all refer to the same standing wave phenomena that can lead to resonant effects. 

Since such in-plane array modes rely on the waves bouncing between the top and 
bottom interfaces as well as between the nanowires, anything that hinders such 
pathways can suppress resonant excitation of such modes. As described above, the 
presence of a high refractive index substrate allows array modes to couple into the 
higher, propagating diffracted orders of the substrate thus disrupting roundtrips in 
the array. Additionally, in Paper III, we have shown that Au particles, on top of 
nanowires in a nanowire array, can absorb long wavelength light and suppress the 
resonant excitation of such in-plane modes. In Paper IV, we have used optical 
modeling to illustrate that such resonances would be suppressed efficiently with 
relatively low extinction coefficients. Thus, if the resonances fall in the absorbing 
region of III-V semiconductors, they would not be observed. However, as 
observed in Paper III, if Au particles are etched away and the substrate is removed, 
such guided mode resonances of the array can be observed below the 
semiconductor band-gap, where the nanowires are non-absorbing. 

4.4 Geometry dependent optical response 

While there has been a lot of research on absorption in horizontal single nanowires 
[189,190] that are extremely important for single nanowire device applications, in 
this thesis, we consider vertically oriented nanowire arrays that are most promising 
for solar cells where a large area is needed for power production. The optical 
properties of such nanowire arrays are typically investigated at normal incidence, 
which maximizes the projected area and gives the highest output power for most 
solar cells under direct solar illumination. We would like to also note that while 
there has been extensive research on the optical properties of Si nanowire arrays 
[34,178,183,185], this thesis focuses on direct band-gap III-V semiconductors. 
Since absorption characteristics of the indirect band-gap materials, such as Si, are 
significantly different from the direct band-gap materials studied in this thesis, the 
results of optical properties cannot always be directly transferred between the two 
systems. Thus, this section will be limited to reviewing some of the optical 
properties of vertically oriented III-V semiconductor nanowire arrays. 
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4.4.1 Enhanced absorption in nanowire arrays 

It is commonly stated that nanowire arrays exhibit enhanced light absorption. In 
reality, absorption is typically strongly enhanced only for a certain wavelength 
range. For example, Anttu [39] has shown that the absorption per volume of 
semiconductor material in an InP nanowire array at 850 nmλ =  can be varied by a 
factor of 200, ranging from 10 times weaker to 20 times stronger than in a bulk 
semiconductor sample. However, even when averaged over the solar spectrum, a 
subwavelength nanowire array can still absorb more light than a thin-film with the 
same amount of semiconductor material [33,183]. Such absorption enhancement in 
nanowire arrays occurs due to the geometry dependent modes. Hence, light 
absorption in the nanowire devices is not just a function of the intrinsic optical 
material properties, but can also be engineered through control of the nanowire 
array geometrical parameters [180,189]. 

In particular, the individual nanowire waveguide modes, introduced in the 
previous sections, have been shown to lead to strong absorption at a certain 
diameter dependent wavelength for each mode [180]. The constituent nanowires in 
an array support similar waveguiding modes and arrays show similar absorption 
peaks [180]. However, the array-modes can be excited too, and each mode can be 
either strongly or weakly absorbed by the nanowires, depending on the exact 
nanowire diameter and array pitch. A weakly absorbed mode can lead to 
noticeable transmission into the substrate as well as to detected reflection 
originating from the nanowire/substrate interface. 

Design for efficient absorption 

It has been shown, however, that the presence of absorption resonances of 
nanowire arrays are typically dominated by the characteristics of the individual 
nanowires, in which case the pitch and the length are tuned only to optimize 
overall absorption after the absorption resonance and its location is picked by the 
diameter. Specifically, the constituent nanowires can show absorption resonances 
due to the HE1n modes, which lead to absorption peaks for the array. It was found 
that for direct band-gap semiconductor nanowires, the absorption and ultimate 
efficiency of a solar cell is maximized when the absorption resonance energy of an 
HE1n mode is placed, by tuning the diameter, close to the band-gap of the material, 
where the absorption coefficient is smaller than at the higher energies [180]. 

When the diameter is fixed, the absorption of the nanowire array can be increased 
by increasing the length of the nanowires, but only until a saturation value is 
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reached. At this point, the absorption is limited by the insertion reflection loss – 
i.e., reflection loss at the top air/nanowire-array interface when there is no 
additional reflection at the nanowire-array/substrate interface since the light that 
enters the array is absorbed before reaching the substrate. In order to obtain the 
maximum ultimate efficiencies for the solar cells and the highest absorption 
values, the pitch should be increased with increasing length. As absorption 
increases with length, the array can be made sparser, which at the same time 
reduces the absorption and reduces the insertion reflection losses. Thus, when the 
length is increased, the pitch should also be increased until the reduction of the 
insertion reflection loss is balanced by the reduction in absorption. 

We note that with respect to the symmetry of the array, the optical response of 
nanowire arrays does not seem to differ significantly between the hexagonal and 
the square arrays [43]. However, random/aperiodic nanowire arrays have also been 
investigated and suggested to potentially enhance the absorption in nanowire 
arrays [191]. 

4.4.2 Reduced reflection for tandem applications 

For tandem applications, an important property is the nanowires’ sub-wavelength 
dimensions and low surface coverage, which leads to a much lower reflection than 
for a thin film without an additional anti-reflective coating [192,193]. In a 
simplified picture, a nanowire array shows a low area coverage that leads to a 
better refractive index matching between the nanowire array and air, and between 
the nanowire array and a possible substrate, and thus a reduced reflection at both 
interfaces. In this case, we might expect high transmission of the low energy 
photons through the nanowire array top cell to a bottom cell. 

Reflection resonances in a membrane 

However, the above mentioned, simplified picture of reduced reflection does not 
always work. In Paper III, we have observed a reflection resonance peak after 
removal of the Au particles that were used as assisting particles for the nanowire 
growth. In such a case, as we explained in Section 4.3.2, in-plane modes are 
formed and they can scatter back into the incidence side causing a resonance. In 
Paper IV, we found that such resonances can lead to high reflectance values (up to 
100%) for non-absorbing materials, or enhanced absorption with alternating 
reflectance and absorptance peaks for weakly absorbing materials. 
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In Paper IV, we have modelled nanowire arrays on a substrate and in a membrane, 
to confirm that resonant effects disappear in the presence of a high refractive index 
substrate but show up for the case of nanowires in a membrane (Figure 4.4). We 
have identified that the resonant wavelength-range lies between two cutoffs: (i) the 
1st diffracted order cutoff in the polymer cutoff,bot bot( ,pnλ =  where 

bot
1.5n =  is 

the refractive index of the polymer), and (ii) the 2nd mode cutoff in the nanowire 
array, obtained from the analysis of the eigenmodes. For nanowires on a substrate, 

bot
3.5n =  and the 1st diffracted order cutoff in the substrate is pushed to much 

longer wavelengths, which thus allows the array modes to couple to the 
propagating diffracted order in the substrate, which, in turn, suppresses the 
occurrence of the in-plane mode resonances. 

 

Figure 4.4. Geometry and dependence of reflectance spectra on diameter for non-absorbing nanowire 
array (n = 3.5) (a) on a semi-infinite substrate (n = 3.5) and (b) in an extended semi-infinite polymer 
(n = 1.5) membrane for light incident at normal angle from the top (air n = 1) side. The array geometry 
is set to p = 500 nm and L = 2000 nm. Resonant behavior is observed between two cutoffs in (b): the 
1st diffracted order cutoff, in the membrane at the bottom, on the short-wavelength side (dash-dotted 
line) and the 2nd array-mode cutoff on the long-wavelength side (dashed line). In (a), the cutoff for the 
1st diffracted order is at 1750 nm in the substrate, which results in the lack of resonant regime. Figure 
adapted from Paper IV. 
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Occurrence of such resonances can be detrimental for tandem solar cell 
applications, where, for example, a nanowire array embedded in a polymer could 
be used as a top cell. Such a configuration would rely on efficient transmission of 
below band-gap photons to the bottom cell, which would be diminished by the 
resonant reflection [Paper IV]. 

Design for high transmission by suppressing reflection resonances 

Similar to the absorption enhancement, reflection resonances can be controlled by 
modifying the nanowire array geometry. However, unlike the absorption 
resonances that originate mostly from single nanowires and are mostly sensitive to 
the diameter, reflectance resonances arise from the array and thus are highly 
sensitive to both pitch and diameter. Furthermore, quite strong dependence on 
length, nanowire absorption coefficient, as well as surrounding materials is also 
observed [Paper IV]. 

In order to avoid reflectance resonances for tandem applications, the overall solar 
cell design needs to be considered. The resonances could be avoided if a 2 
terminal configuration was made with a direct contact between the nanowires and 
the substrate, which would allow the array modes to leak to the substrate. 
However, if a transparent conductive layer is used and becomes too thick, or if a 
thick optical spacer is introduced between the array and bottom cell, as for 
example in 4-terminal devices, resonances could be a challenge, and the array 
geometry should be optimized. In particular, nanowires should be packed tighter 
and have smaller diameter in order to push the resonant regime into the absorbing 
regime of the nanowires, because the 2nd mode cutoff in the nanowire array 
blueshifts with reduced pitch and diameter [Paper IV]. 
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5 Characterization techniques 

In order to take advantage of the benefits of the nanowires described in the 
previous sections of this thesis, we need to link the growth control with the desired 
material properties. Optical modeling can help design the geometry and material 
compositions according to theory; however, various characterization techniques 
are needed to evaluate and optimize produced nanowire structures, as well as 
probe for any additional challenges. This chapter provides an overview of the main 
techniques used in this thesis in order to probe material morphology, dimensions 
and crystal structure (Sections 5.1, 5.5), composition (Sections 5.1.2, 5.2, 5.3), 
carrier dynamics and doping concentration (Section 5.3.2), and light interaction 
with the array (Sections 5.3, 5.4). 

5.1 Microscopy 

Resolution is the ability to distinguish two objects that are very close together. The 
resolution limit thus estimates a distance between two points that can still be told 
apart as distinct. A human eye is able to distinguish two objects only when they 
are separated roughly by at least 0.1 mm. In Figure 1.1a, we saw how nanowire 
array sample looks to the naked eye, where the nanowires themselves are not 
resolved. Hence, various microscopy tools are used to investigate nanowires, with 
the most common being the optical microscope, the scanning electron microscope 
(SEM), and the transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Figure 5.1). 

The resolution of an optical microscope can be estimated by the Abbe’s diffraction 
limit. In Section 4.2, we mentioned that light can, in best case, be focused to a spot 
described by the Airy pattern with the FWHM of the central spot on the order of 
the wavelength of the light. The resolution of an optical microscope, where visible 
light is used to image structures, can thus be estimated to be roughly 2 ,NAλ  
where NA is the numerical aperture of an objective, given by sinNA n θ=  with n  
the refractive index of the medium in which the objective is working, and θ  is the 
maximum half-angle of the cone of light that can enter or exit the objective. Thus, 
assuming 1,NA =  an optical microscope could resolve features down to 200 nm 
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scale for 400 nm,λ =  which is the lower end of the wavelengths visible by human 
eye. 

As seen in Figure 5.1a, optical microscopy can be used to locate single broken-off 
nanowires for single nanowire characterization. Alternatively, depending on the 
array pattern, the overall homogeneity of the pattern can be observed. However, 
finer details of the nanowire structure are not resolved. 

 

Figure 5.1. Broken-off nanowires with three different microscopy techniques: (a) a dark field optical 
microscope image where single nanowires are marked by red squares, (b) an SEM image, (c) a TEM 
image zoomed in to a small part of the nanowire. 

Electron microscopy is typically used to go beyond the 200 nm limit of the visible 
light used in optical microscopes. Just like light, the electrons also have a 
wavelength, which is determined by the applied acceleration voltage. The energy 
of electrons is typically thousands of times larger than for the visible wavelength 
photons, and the wavelength of electrons is thus substantially shorter. Although 
the numerical aperture of electron microscopes is typically smaller than for the 
optical microscopes, the overall spatial resolution is much higher. 

The two most common electron microscopes are the SEM and TEM, where the 
best SEMs typically have resolution on the order of 1-10 nm, whereas the best 
TEMs can go down to roughly 0.1 nm, i.e. the scale of atoms. The main 
differences between the SEM and TEM that allow for different resolution are the 
higher voltage used in a TEM, and different sample preparation as well as a 
different detection method. In an SEM, we detect scattered electrons that have a 
certain interaction volume with the material where the volume increases with the 
acceleration voltage. When electrons enter a sample, they spread and the emitted 
signal comes from an effectively larger area than the initial beam size, thus 
reducing the resolution of the SEM. To reduce the spreading, accelerating voltage 
can be reduced so that electrons penetrate the material less deeply and are thus 
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spread less. Alternatively, for a TEM, as the name suggests, we detect electrons 
transmitted through the sample. In order to be able to detect transmitted electrons, 
the sample has to be thin enough so that electrons do not interact and spread too 
much when passing through the material. 

5.1.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

The above differences result in different applications of the two microscopes. The 
SEM with a slightly lower resolution allows to measure on as-grown samples 
without any extra preparation steps. This makes SEM an essential and quick 
pos-growth technique that is used to check the overall morphology of the sample, 
including distribution of the nanowires, their surface texture and facets, shape of 
the nanowires in terms of their diameter and length, and possible kinking or other 
deviations from the desired geometry. In some cases, SEM can even resolve 
different materials (e.g., in Figure 5.1b the top bright part of the nanowire is the 
Au-In alloy particle, the short darker segment under the particle is GaP, while 
most of the nanowire is GaInP), whereas from the facet formation it might be 
possible to tell the crystal structure. Thus, SEM gives crucial and quick feedback 
on the morphology of the materials that give insight into the growth mechanism. 

5.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy 

TEM, with a higher resolution, can give information about the crystal structure of 
the semiconductor and any defects present (e.g., in Figure 5.1c the contrast 
differences indicate presence of defects). It can give information about the 
composition of materials and interface quality of a heterostructure as well as strain 
caused by different materials. For TEM imaging, however, sample preparation is 
required. Nanowires are usually thin enough to be investigated by TEM, but they 
need to be mechanically broken off from the growth substrate and transferred to an 
electron transparent substrate, like a lacey carbon film covered Cu-grid. However, 
if information is wanted on the facets and composition of the cross-section, then 
nanowires are too thick (too long) and have to be thinned down before imaging, 
similarly to bulk samples. This is often known as focused ion beam milling, where 
a focused ion beam is used to thin down the nanowire to the required thickness and 
at a wanted distance along the nanowire length. Such a technique can be 
invaluable for investigating the cross-section of radial nanowire structures. 
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5.2 X-ray diffraction 

Challenge of ternary development lies in chemical composition variation within 
each nanowire due to complex interactions between precursors as well as across 
the sample due to edge effects. Ternary material composition can be extremely 
sensitive to every growth parameter as well as to substrate and reactor preparation 
and any drifts. For this reason, material composition evaluation is a necessary 
addition to the characterization techniques used for binary materials. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one such tool, where an x-ray beam is incident on the 
sample at an angle θ  (see Figure 5.2a) and the scattered x-rays are collected as a 
function of the scattering angle 2θ . Due to the short wavelength of the x-ray beam 
(in our case 1.541 Å),λ =  which is shorter than the crystal lattice spacing, the 
beam diffracts at the periodic crystal structure, creating interference fringes. In 
most directions, the x-ray waves cancel each other out due to destructive 
interference; however, constructive interference occurs at specific angles, 
determined by the Bragg law: 

 2 sin( )hkld mθ λ= , (5.1) 

where hkld  is the spacing between adjacent (hkl) lattice planes, θ  is the incident 
angle, m is an integer giving the order of diffraction, and λ  is the x-ray 
wavelength. The (hkl) is the Miller index notation for lattice planes. As our 
nanowires are grown in the [1 1 1]  direction, we have measured diffraction 
between the (111)  planes, in which case 2 2 2 3hkld a h k l a= + + = , where 
a is the lattice constant of the crystal. 

For ternary materials, Vegard’s law (see Eq. (2.1)) can be used to express the 
ternary lattice constant through the composition x (for example for GaxIn1-xP) and 
the lattice constant of the respective binaries. We can thus obtain composition as a 
function of the angle: 

 InP

GaP InP

3 2sin( ) a
x

a a
λ θ −

=
−

. (5.2) 

An example of XRD data is shown in Figure 5.2b where both the scattering angle 
and the material composition are given as axes for comparison. 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Schematic illustration of an XRD measurement setup (top) and Bragg constructive 
interference condition in a crystal (bottom) as well as (b) an example of XRD data for GaxIn1-xP 
nanowires grown on an InP substrate with varied growth temperatures [Paper I]. 

In addition to the actual composition variation, the width of peaks measured by 
XRD depends on several factors, such as the finite size of the scattering objects, 
strain gradients in the scattering objects, and instrumental resolution [194]. 
However, in our samples, the peak width is mostly determined by the composition 
variation along the nanowire [195][Paper I], unless samples were small compared 
to the x-ray beam spot size, in which case the edge effects would contribute as 
well. It is worth mentioning that the size effect, where the peak width tends to be 
inversely proportional to the size of the object in the measured direction, can be 
used, in some cases, to differentiate between the substrate or thin layer and the 
nanowires [196]. The method is based on the fact that along the growth direction, 
nanowires tend to look like bulk, without additional broadening effects. However, 
in the perpendicular direction, nanowire diameters are small enough to cause 
broadening effects, while substrate and layer peaks would be narrow, allowing to 
extract nanowire signal by measuring at an offset [196]. 

5.3 Photoluminescence 

As described in Section 2.1.2, semiconductors are, to a large extent, characterized 
by their band structure, which defines a lot of the significant semiconductor 
properties. One way to extract these properties and probe the band structure is by 
photoluminescent experiments. If external excitation is applied to a sample, an 
electron gets excited from the VB to the CB, leaving a hole behind in the VB and 
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creating an e-h pair. Typically, this e-h pair is excited with energy higher than the 
band-gap and undergoes nonradiative relaxation processes before recombining, 
where only radiative recombination leads to emission of a photon with energy 
lower than the one of the excitation (see Figure 2.1). When the excitation is 
achieved with light incident on the sample, the process is called 
photoluminescence (PL), whereas some other relevant techniques, which are not 
described in this thesis, are cathodoluminescence, where the carriers are excited by 
an electron beam, and electroluminescence, where excess electrons and holes are 
injected from electrical contacts under a voltage bias. Here, we describe the 
general operation principles of steady state and time-resolved photoluminescence 
(SSPL and TRPL) measurement setups. 

5.3.1 Steady state photoluminescence 

A typical SSPL measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 5.3. It consists of an 
external light source, typically a continuous wave laser with variable excitation 
intensity achievable by the use of attenuators. The laser can then be focused on the 
sample through an objective if a beamsplitter is used. In this case, unless the 
sample holder is tilted, normal incidence excitation is typically used and quite 
small spot sizes are achieved, in ideal case, limited by the diffraction limit. 
Alternatively, the laser can be focused to the sample through a side where a long 
focal length lens is used. In the side excitation method, the spot size is larger and 
thus the power density is lower than with the excitation through the objective case. 
The benefit of the side excitation mainly lies within easier and quicker alignment, 
especially in the case of measurements on single nanowires due to the small 
dimensions. When the sample is excited, it emits light that is collected by an 
objective and focused onto a spectrometer (or a monochromator) where it gets 
dispersed by a diffraction grating and detected by a cooled CCD camera. A band-
pass filter is typically used after the laser to make sure that only the wavelengths in 
the vicinity of the laser line pass through, whereas a longpass filter is used before 
the spectrometer in order to filter out this laser light. The sample is typically 
placed on a translational stage, allowing to measure on different spots over the 
sample as well as, in the case of single nanowire measurements, to locate and 
measure specific single nanowires. Additionally, if temperature dependent 
measurements are needed, the sample can be loaded into a liquid Helium cooled 
cryostat and placed on the translational stage. 
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Figure 5.3. (a) Schematic illustration of a typical SSPL measurement setup, and (b) a GaAs substrate 
spectrum obtained with such a setup [Paper II]. 

PL measurements are often performed in order to identify dominating radiative 
transitions and their energies, material composition, presence of defects, crystal 
structure changes and doping concentration to mention a few possibilities. Often, 
single nanowire measurements are performed in order to investigate fundamental 
properties of a semiconductor nanowire without obscuring the result by the 
variation between the different nanowires. However, there is also a strong desire 
and a clear benefit in being able to perform PL measurements on as-grown 
nanowire arrays as well. SSPL, in principle, can be used similarly as SEM, as a 
basic first hand tool for probing nanowires immediately after growth. For that 
purpose, PL could be used to quickly check composition of the material, 
inhomogeneity in the composition and optical quality of the devices in terms of the 
strength of their luminescence. Additionally, such non-destructive measurements 
would be especially beneficial for solar cell development where optical quality 
could be nondestructively investigated before processing full devices. However, as 
we present in Paper II, in some cases, depending on the nanowire material grown 
and the substrate chosen, substrate PL signal can raise a challenge in interpreting 
the data. 

While PL measurements can also be used to evaluate material composition, and 
typically XRD and PL provide a good agreement for the average composition, 
significant differences are expected in the two methods in some cases, such as 
degenerate doping, which affects band structure, but not the lattice spacing. 
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Additionally, indirect band-gap transitions might be too weak to observe in PL. 
Furthermore, some parts of the material could be optically inactive, or 
alternatively, additional peaks due to impurities could be present. Thus, XRD 
provides a much more accurate evaluation of material composition, whereas PL 
can be used as a quick estimate, as well as to obtain additional information. 

5.3.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence 

Radiative recombination transition energies can be detected by SSPL experiments. 
However, such measurements do not show the intricacies of carrier dynamics. In 
order to understand what happens after excitation in more detail, additional 
transient measurements, such as TRPL, are needed. 

The main difference between the SSPL and TRPL measurements is the light 
source and the detection system, which together allow TRPL to probe some 
different physics and complement SSPL data. TRPL has been used widely in order 
to probe the transient carrier dynamics. TRPL can help identify which 
recombination process is dominating at different times and identify minority 
carrier lifetimes. These values can then be used to estimate the maximum limit of 
the open circuit voltage that is relevant for solar cell performance. TRPL can also 
estimate the surface recombination velocity and thus the surface quality. 
Furthermore, in Paper II, we have tentatively suggested a method for extracting 
doping values from TRPL data. 

A typical TRPL setup is schematically shown in Figure 5.4. Although it looks 
more complicated than the typical SSPL setup, the main differences are that a 
pulsed rather than a continuous wave laser is used and a streak camera is used in 
order to obtain temporal resolution in addition to the spectral resolution created by 
the spectrometer. Other approaches for TRPL measurements exist, where the most 
common alternative is a time correlated single photon counting system where, 
instead of a streak camera, an avalanche photodiode is used. However, this system 
will not be further discussed in this thesis. 

When a light pulse hits the sample, it creates a high density of e-h pairs in the 
sample and this density decays over time by various recombination processes (see 
Section 2.1.4) until a new pulse comes in and new e-h pairs are excited. Here, it is 
important to pick the laser repetition rate in such a way, that the excited carrier 
concentration has time to decay to a sufficiently low level. Otherwise, the tail of 
the first pulse decay curve can create an offset to the second one and complicate 
interpretation of the data. After the excitation of the excess carriers, part of the 
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beam goes to a photodiode in order to send a trigger to the streak camera as will be 
described later, and part of the beam goes through an optical path, similar to the 
SSPL setup, as described in the previous section. The sample is excited and its 
luminescence is collected and focused onto a spectrometer that spreads different 
wavelengths spatially (i.e., in a horizontal direction). This light is then incident on 
the streak camera (see Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.4. Schematic illustration of a typical TRPL measurement setup. 

 

Figure 5.5. Schematic diagram of a streak camera, based on Ref. [197]. 

The streak camera is an ultra-high speed detector that spatially displaces electrons 
that come at different times resulting in temporal resolution. The operating 
principle is shown in Figure 5.5. The streak camera consists of an entrance slit, a 
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lens to focus photons onto a photocathode, which converts photons to electrons, an 
accelerating electrode where electrons are accelerated while keeping their energy 
proportional to the intensity of incident light, and a pair of sweep electrodes where 
a time-varying voltage is applied to create a high-speed sweep that displaces 
electrons in vertical direction, such that typically, the early time electrons give the 
signal at the top of the image, whereas the later electrons give rise to the signal 
lower on the screen (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6b). The control of the periodic voltage 
sweep is achieved by sending a trigger signal from the laser pulse split with a 
beamsplitter. Electrons are now spatially displaced in two dimensions – 
horizontally due to wavelength spreading in a spectrometer, and vertically due to 
the time spreading in the electric field between the sweep electrodes. This electron 
distribution then passes through a microchannel plate (MCP) that multiplies the 
electrons, which then hit a phosphor screen that converts electrons to light and the 
light is detected by a CCD camera attached to the streak camera. 

Lifetime is a commonly used parameter when talking about TRPL results. We 
have introduced lifetime in Section 2.1.4 in terms of recombination. However, a 
simple way to visualize the lifetime is to define it as the time it takes for the carrier 
concentration to decay to 1/e value of its maximum concentration (see 
Figure 5.6c). Such lifetime is commonly called 1/e lifetime. Note that in 
Figure 5.6c the 1/e lifetime is actually the time it takes for the signal intensity to 
decay from its maximum value to 1/e of it. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, this 
estimate will be valid only in the low injection regime. In the high injection 
regime, the carrier concentration lifetime will actually be 2 times higher than the 
time it takes for the signal to decay to its 1/e value. 

 

Figure 5.6. Example of a (b) streak image obtained by a TRPL setup with a streak camera, and 
linecuts that give (a) spectrum at a certain delay time, and (c) signal decay for a specific wavelength. 
The example shown is a measurement on a GaAs nanowire array capped with an AlInP shell, where 
400 nm excitation wavelength was used. 
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In Paper II, we have also suggested that TRPL data could be used for estimating 
background carrier concentration in the nanowires. The method assumes that the 
luminescence is given by the regular bulk-like expression, that all the photons in 
the pulse are absorbed in the nanowires, and that the distribution of the 
photogenerated carriers is homogeneous in the volume of the nanowires. The main 
concept of the method is to use the peak counts just after the pulse and plot them 
as a function of excitation power (see Paper II for more details and examples). 
Fitting the power dependence with the bulk-like expression for luminescence 
intensity should allow extraction of the background carrier concentration as long 
as the excitation power has been swept over a range including the cross-over 
between the low and high injection regimes. For completeness, we note that there 
are various other techniques for doping evaluation, with both optical and electrical 
methods available [198-200]. Promising properties of our proposed TRPL method 
are: (i) it is a non-destructive method that can be applied on as-grown nanowire 
arrays; (ii) there is no need for additional measurement setups or complicated fits; 
(iii) it can be performed for arrays with complicated carrier dynamics; (iv) it 
should work for both low and high carrier concentrations. However, as the method 
has been introduced only tentatively, further experiments to compare this optical 
method to already established methods of known accuracy should be carried out to 
confirm the validity of the method. 

5.4 Absorption, transmission and reflection 

When light hits a large-area sample, the light can be reflected, absorbed or 
transmitted. The fraction of incident light reflected, absorbed and transmitted is 
then called reflectance (R), absorptance (A), and transmittance (T), respectively. In 
principle, transmitted and reflected light can be measured by simply placing a 
detector after the sample, or at a specular reflection angle respectively. However, 
such a measurement would only collect light arriving from a specified cone of 
angles, thus giving inaccurate values if the sample scatters light significantly 
beyond these angles. In order to capture full characteristics of how light interacts 
with the sample, an integrating sphere can be used. 

An integrating sphere is a hollow spherical cavity with its interior covered with a 
diffuse reflective coating, with some holes for entrance and exit ports that, if not 
used, can usually be closed with plugs containing the same diffusive coating 
(Figure 5.7). Light incident on any point on the inner surface of the sphere is 
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diffusively scattered in all directions such that all light is homogeneously 
distributed on the surface of the sphere. Hence, a fiber-coupled detector, attached 
to the integrating sphere through one of the openings, measures this homogeneous 
intensity. The special benefit of the integrating sphere is collection of most of the 
light to the sphere independent of angular distribution of scattering. This 
advantage was used in Paper III to measure absorptance, transmittance and 
reflectance spectra of nanowire array samples (for an example, see Figure 5.8). 

To measure transmittance, only one opening of the sphere is used and the sample 
is placed outside the integrating sphere so that it fully covers that opening. First, 
detector counts are measured with light passing through the sample sample,( ( ),TC λ  
Figure 5.7a). Then, for calibration, the sample is removed and reference counts are 
measured, which are essentially proportional to the total incident light on the 
sample ref ,( ( ),TC λ  Figure 5.7b). Additionally, the counts when light is switched 
off are measured dark( ( ))C λ  in order to account for detector dark current. 
Transmittance is then calculated by: 
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ref , dark
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To measure reflectance, two of the openings are used. The sample is placed 
outside one of them, covering it fully, while the other opening is used to shine the 
light onto the sample at a small angle, so that specularly reflected light does not 
come straight back. In this case, the counts when light is reflected by the sample 

sample,( ( ),RC λ  Figure 5.7c) are measured first. Here, the calibration and 
normalization is performed by using a reference sample of known reflectance. 
Usually, this reference is some bulk substrate where literature parameters can be 
used in order to calculate reflectance spectrum ref ( ).R λ  Hence, the same 
measurement is performed for the reference sample reflectance counts ref ,( ( ),RC λ  
Figure 5.7d). Finally, background calibration is done by removing the sample and 
letting the light pass straight through both openings. The background counts 

bg, stray, dark( ( ) ( ) ( ),R RC C Cλ λ λ= +  Figure 5.7e) then take into account both the 
stray light, which hits the wall of the sphere, as well as the detector dark current. 
Reflectance of the sample of interest is then given by: 

 sample, bg,
ref

ref , bg,

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .

( ) ( )
R R

R R

C C
R R

C C
λ λ

λ λ
λ λ

−
=

−
 (5.4) 
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Figure 5.7. Schematic of an integrating sphere illustrating different measurement configurations and 
definitions of measured counts in each case. The first row illustrates measurement configurations for 
(a) transmittance through a sample and (b) the reference measurement. The second row illustrates 
measurement configurations for (c) reflectance from a sample, (d) the reflectance from a reference 
sample with known reflectance value, and (e) background measurement for reflectance which includes 
contribution from stray light and dark counts. The third row shows measurement configurations for (f) 
absorptance in a sample inserted inside the integrating sphere, and (g) reference measurement for 
absorptance. 
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In an ideal case, absorptance is given by ( ) 1 ( ) ( )A R Tλ λ λ= − − . However, as we 
illustrate in Figure 5.7, some light in the reflectance and transmittance 
measurements can be lost due to scattering in the sample, in which case R  and T  
values are underestimated, and if the 1A R T= − −  equation is used, absorptance 
would be overestimated. Instead, as shown in Figure 5.7f, g, we have modified the 
measurement configuration in order to measure absorptance directly [Paper III]. 
We have glued the sample to a paperclip and inserted it into the integrating sphere. 
In this case, all the scattered light is expected to be detected. 

Thus, absorptance counts sample,( ( ),AC λ  Figure 5.7f) are measured with the light 
incident to the sample inside the sphere at a small angle so that specularly 
reflected light is not lost. Then, the direction of the incidence light is changed such 
that it does not hit the sample but passes by it and hits the wall of the sphere. Such 
measurement gives us reference counts essentially equivalent to the incident light 
intensity ref ,( ( ),AC λ  Figure 5.7g). Finally, as for transmittance, the dark counts 

dark( ( ))C λ  are measured with light switched off. Absorptance is then given by: 

 sample, dark

ref , dark

( ) ( )
( ) 1 .

( ) ( )
A

A

C C
A

C C
λ λ

λ
λ λ

−
= −

−
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Note that, in these measurements, we assume a homogeneous intensity distribution 
on the side walls of the integrating sphere as by the common definition of a well-
functioning integrating sphere. However, when a sample is inserted inside the 
integrating sphere for absorptance measurements, the propagation of the 
diffusively scattered light can be affected. Hence, control measurements should be 
carried out, for example, on bulk substrates of varying size, in order to establish 
the size of the sample up to which the measured absorptance is independent of 
sample size for that specific integrating sphere [Paper III]. 

An example of transmittance, reflectance and absorptance spectra obtained by 
measurements performed in an integrating sphere and using Eqs. (5.3-5.5) is 
shown in Figure 5.8. The spectra are obtained from a GaInP nanowire array before 
removal of the Au particles, as studied in Paper III, where we have investigated 
how the presence or lack of Au particles affect the optical response of the 
nanowire array with respect to their absorption, transmission and reflection. 
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Figure 5.8. Example results obtained from the measurements performed in an integrating sphere using 
equations provided in the text for: (a) transmittance, (b) reflectance, and (c) absorptance spectra. The 
spectra are from GaInP nanowire array with Au particles, as studied in Paper III. 

5.5 In-situ optical reflectometry 

As we have discussed throughout this thesis, optical properties and performance of 
the nanowire array devices are expected to heavily depend on the size of the 
structures. It is thus important to be able to control and probe nanowire 
dimensions. We have seen already that pitch and to some extent diameter control 
can be obtained by NIL process, whereas array geometry can be measured by 
SEM. However, an in-situ probe significantly enhances the capability of 
optimizing and controlling nanowire dimensions, as well as aids in creating 
complex heterostructures. 

Optical reflectometry is commonly used in the analysis of thin films to determine 
both the refractive index and the thickness of thin-film layers from interference 
fringes in reflectance spectrum [201], [202]. However, due to different light 
interaction with the nanowire array as compared to bulk, analysis schemes used for 
thin-films cannot be applied directly to nanowire systems. Only recently, Heurlin 
et al. [203] introduced in-situ characterization of nanowire dimensions and growth 
dynamics by optical reflectance, which we have used during the growth of every 
sample in this thesis. The main principle behind the method is the reflection of 
light at the nanowire/air and the nanowire/substrate interfaces (see Figure 5.9a) 
leading to interference effects. The method is in principle similar to the thin-film 
technique and uses the same equipment. However, unlike in bulk, where refractive 
indices of materials are known, nanowire refractive index is complicated, 
depicting the complex interaction with light. This refractive index can thus be 
estimated experimentally by calibration runs. Such in-situ method can be used to 
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determine both nanowire length and diameter [203], although we have only used 
in-situ length and growth rate determination in this thesis. 

 

Figure 5.9. Description of an in-situ optical reflectometry technique. (a) Sketch of the nanowire array 
and light reflecting at the top and bottom surfaces of the array. (b) Example of time-dependent 
reflectance spectrum obtained during growth of p-i-n GaInP nanowires with an InP stub in the 
beginning and a GaP segment at the top (the same sample as the front cover image). (c) A linecut at 
λ = 550 nm (indicated by the red dashed line in figure (b)) showing reflectance oscillations with growth 
time. The numbers indicate extrema orders m as used in Eq. (5.6). (d) Effective refractive index 
obtained by averaging over 3 samples with 500 nm pitch and around 180 nm diameters. (e) Nanowire 
length as a function of time as extracted by applying Eq. (5.6) to figure (b). Red crosses indicate 
lengths extracted by using only λ = 550 nm as in figure (c), whereas grey dots indicate lengths 
extracted from 550-700 nm wavelength range. 

The setup used in this thesis consists of a LayTec EpiR DA UV optical 
reflectometry system in the 400-800 nm wavelength range installed inside the 
MOVPE reactor, with the light incident and collected perpendicular to the 
substrate through a H2 purged optical window (see schematics in Figure 3.1). The 
light reflected between the top and bottom surfaces of the nanowire array (Figure 
5.9a) interfere and an interference pattern is obtained during growth (Figure 5.9b). 
Constructive interference occurs when the optical path difference (given by 
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eff2Ln  where L  is the nanowire length and effn  is the effective refractive index 
of the array) is equal to an integer multiple of wavelength, whereas destructive 
interference occurs halfway between. Thus, the length can be calculated from the 
extrema points: 

 eff
eff

2
2 4

mm Ln L
n

λ λ
= ⇒ = , (5.6) 

where λ  is the wavelength of incident light and m  is an integer where every odd 
integer ( 1,3,5,...)m =  gives a minimum in the reflectance signal, and every even 
integer ( 2,4,6,...)m =  gives a maximum in the reflectance signal, as indicated in 
Figure 5.9c for 550 nm.λ =  

In order to calculate the length, however, we need to know the effective refractive 
index, which, as we previously said, cannot be taken as an effective medium 
refractive index. Instead, the effective refractive index is obtained experimentally 
by performing calibration runs where first reflectance spectra are measured for 
several different samples during growth, and then those samples are measured by 
SEM. Eq. (5.6) can then be applied in reverse to obtain a wavelength dependent 
refractive index (Figure 5.9d). After establishing the effective refractive index, 
reflectance spectra can be converted into nanowire length during growth 
(Figure 5.9e). If a broadband light source is used, multiple wavelengths can be 
used to obtain a higher temporal resolution (e.g., crosses in Figure 5.9e show data 
extracted from the extrema of 550 nm wavelength, whereas the grey points are 
from the 550-700 nm wavelength range), allowing real time tracking of the growth 
rate as well as the length. Note that since light interaction is affected by the array 
geometry, especially by the change of pitch, the procedure of calibrating the 
effective refractive index should be repeated in order to check the validity of the 
method whenever significant change is introduced in the grown samples. 
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6 Overview of results and outlook 

As we have seen throughout this thesis, nanowire benefits originate solely from 
their low dimensions and spatial arrangement (e.g., a periodic array). Nanowires 
thus create a platform for devices very similar to the bulk semiconductor industry, 
but at the same time also very different. Although seemingly a small change, such 
low dimensions can result in different physics as well as different available 
techniques, where new challenges need to be considered for synthesis, 
characterization methods, and fundamental understanding of nanowire array 
behavior. Due to the similarity of the two platforms combined with various 
proposed nanowire platform benefits, a lot of research on nanowires focuses on 
adapting bulk devices into nanowires and understanding the benefits of this new 
platform for the specific applications. In this thesis, we have developed nanowire 
growth and investigated nanowire array optics of nominally intrinsic nanowires 
with solar cells in mind as our motivation and intended application. This thesis 
contributes to the knowledge of nanowire array synthesis and optics as well as to 
solar cell development through three main topics: (i) growth of ternary nanowire 
arrays (Section 6.1), (ii) non-destructive characterization of as-grown arrays 
(Section 6.2), and (iii) understanding optics of nanowire arrays embedded in a 
membrane (Section 6.3). The findings related to these topics as well as their 
relevance for solar cells are summarized in the coming sections. Note that 
although we chose to motivate and present our results, summarized in this chapter, 
in terms of solar cell perspective, the findings contribute to understanding of light 
interaction with nanostructures in general and could be applicable to other devices, 
as, for example, light emitting diodes and photodetectors. 

6.1 Growth of ternary materials 

Multi-junction structures are the most common pathway for achieving higher 
efficiency solar cells, which requires higher band-gap cells to be stacked at the top. 
Such higher band-gap cells are typically made from ternary materials, like 
GaxIn1-xP, in order to optimize the cell performance. As seen in this thesis, VLS 
growth of nanowires is a complex process on its own, and introduction of a third 
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precursor for ternary material growth makes it even more challenging, which 
results in lack of available information for controlling growth of ternary 
nanowires. 

So far, most of the reported GaxIn1-xP nanowire syntheses have been performed by 
using trimethylgallium (TMGa) as the Ga precursor [168,204-206]. However, 
during growth optimization, we have encountered ultra-long nanowires (several 
times longer than the majority of the nanowires in the sample), which would be 
detrimental for solar cell samples as the ultra-long nanowires could short-circuit 
the whole cell. We have identified that the presence of such ultra-long nanowires 
increases with increased Ga content in the nanowires, increased diethylzinc 
(DEZn, p-type dopant) content (note, however, that DEZn also leads to 
Ga-enrichment), and presence of SiNx mask. From TEM investigations, the ultra-
long nanowires contain many inclined twins. However, more in-depth 
understanding of the cause of this phenomenon is needed in order to gain control 
over it. As an alternative approach, we have investigated a different Ga precursor, 
triethylgallium (TEGa), in Paper I, where no ultra-long nanowires have been 
observed for nominally intrinsic samples, independent of Ga composition in the 
nanowires. 

In addition to improved homogeneity by getting rid of the ultra-long nanowires, 
TEGa precursor is expected to be beneficial due to its lower pyrolysis temperature 
as compared to TMGa, which, at our low growth temperatures, results in a more 
efficient use of growth precursors since TEGa is expected to be fully pyrolysed, 
which is not the case for TMGa. In Paper I, we demonstrated that using TEGa as 
Ga precursor resulted in 5 times reduction in Ga precursor consumption as 
compared to TMGa grown nanowires in the same system with the same growth 
rate, material composition and other growth parameters. The versatility of TEGa is 
shown by synthesis of high homogeneity GaInP nanowire arrays, with a materials 
composition tunable by the group III input flows. Despite the complicated growth 
chemistry, discussed in the paper, growth series for every growth parameter 
provide a map between the growth parameters and achievable materials for 
everybody working with GaInP devices of similar geometry. 

6.2 Characterization of as-grown arrays 

After nanowires are grown, their properties need to be investigated to evaluate 
how various growth parameters influence fundamental properties of the nanowires 
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that then affect solar cell performance. Ideally, such measurements would be 
non-destructive and done on as-grown samples in order to allow faster feedback 
and further device processing. Photoluminescence is one of the main techniques 
for semiconductor materials characterization since it can give information about 
materials quality and doping concentration. 

Measurements on the native substrate, however, cause issues as substrate and 
nanowire signals can overlap during photoluminescence measurements. In Paper 
II, we have evaluated TRPL characterization of dense periodic as-grown GaAs 
nanowire arrays. The nanowires were passivated with aluminum gallium arsenide 
(AlGaAs) shells of varied thickness and composition, with array dimensions 
designed for efficient light absorption and with relevance for PV. There, we 
showed that different nanowire array and substrate spectral behaviors with delay 
time in TRPL measurements can be used to determine which part of the sample 
dominates the detected spectrum. Additionally, as discussed in Section 5.3.2, we 
have tentatively proposed a method for extracting background doping from 
as-grown nanowire arrays by using excitation power dependence of the peak 
TRPL signal [Paper II]. However, the method still needs to be validated by 
comparing it to the already established methods. If validated, the method could 
provide a fast, non-destructive way to characterize doping level for both low and 
high carrier concentration values by a simple linear fit to the power dependent 
data. 

We note that although all the samples in this study were nominally intrinsic, the 
measurements are still relevant for PV development as investigated aspects of 
TRPL should be applicable to measurements on p-i-n structures. We believe that 
modeling and measurements of p-i-n nanowire arrays will be an important step to 
in-depth nanowire solar cell characterization. 

6.3 Optics of nanowire membrane 

Another way to investigate nanowire array properties would be to look at the 
reflection, transmission and absorption of light in the arrays, as discussed in 
Section 5.4. However, these measurements are more suitable for arrays without the 
substrate underneath, which is achieved by embedding the nanowires into a 
polymer and peeling them off the substrate to obtain a flexible nanowire 
membrane sample. Such samples could be of interest on their own for flexible 
devices. However, it is also one of the pathways to create tandem solar cells 
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integrated with bulk Si solar cells [126]. This way of creating multi-junction solar 
cells, in comparison to the multi-junction approach within the nanowire, has an 
advantage of less complex design of the cell, which could be compatible with the 
established Si planar solar cell technology, and possibly with the uprising low cost 
aerotaxy growth method for the nanowire solar cells. Such a system, however, 
requires understanding and control of light interaction, especially to make sure that 
the low energy photons are transmitted efficiently to the bottom cell. 

We have thus investigated reflection, transmission and absorption of light in 
nanowire arrays embedded in a polymer and relevant for tandem solar cell 
applications experimentally in Paper III and theoretically in Paper IV. 
Experimentally, we have identified two mechanisms that could be detrimental for 
the performance of the tandem cell [Paper III]. First, the Au particles used in the 
nanowire synthesis can absorb > 50% of the low-energy photons, leading to a 
< 40% transmittance, even though the Au particles cover < 15% of the surface 
area. The removal of the Au particles can recover transmission of the low energy 
photons to > 80%. Second, after the removal of the Au particles, a 40% reflectance 
peak shows up due to resonant back-scattering of light from the in-plane 
waveguiding modes. We believe that such effect has not been observed before, 
because first, for nanowires on the substrate such modes should leak into the 
substrate and second, previously studied materials had such band-gap that the 
reflection resonance wavelength fell into the absorbing region, which limits the 
possibility to resonantly excite the in-plane waveguide modes. 

The origin and control of such resonances was investigated theoretically in 
Paper IV, where we found that the optical response is rather complicated with 
strong and possibly resonant dependence on nanowire length and diameter, array 
pitch, materials surrounding the nanowires, and absorption coefficient of nanowire 
material. This is in contrast to the peak wavelengths of the absorption resonances 
in single vertical nanowires that typically depend mostly just on the nanowire 
diameter. In Paper IV, we have defined simple boundaries for the wavelength 
range of resonant response, where resonances can occur only if there is more than 
1 propagating mode in the array, and they disappear if the 1st diffracted order is 
propagating in the top or bottom material. When nanowires are on a high 
refractive index substrate, the 1st diffracted order in the substrate tends to be 
propagating for all the wavelengths where more than 1 propagating mode in the 
array is available, thus suppressing the excitation of the resonances. 

Since such resonant reflection effects can be detrimental for tandem solar cell 
applications, we need to consider how to avoid them. Paper IV considers some 
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common approaches for solar cell design, where we show that if a spacer is 
introduced between the nanowire array and bulk Si cells, as could be done in the 
4-terminal approach, the resonances are an issue as the decay length of the 
diffracted orders is on the order of a hundred nanometers and thus they cannot 
reach the substrate, into which they could otherwise leak to suppress the 
resonances. In order to avoid this issue, several different directions can be 
suggested: (i) a thin transparent contact without a spacer layer between the two 
cells, (ii) an Esaki diode joining the nanowire and bulk cells, (iii) both top and 
bottom cells defined in a nanowire, (iv) reduced pitch and diameter in order to 
push the resonances into the absorbing regime of the top cell. Furthermore, 
introducing randomness in the array, for example, by moving from a perfect 
square or hexagonal array to one with randomly positioned nanowires, could be 
another direction for future investigations. 

All in all, the included papers should contribute towards better understanding of 
nanowire array synthesis and optical properties as well as their characterization. In 
particular, ternary growth and design considerations for nanowire array 
membranes discussed in this thesis should be considered for development of 
tandem solar cells, whereas characterization of as-grown arrays could play a role 
in aiding material optimization along the way. 
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This thesis describes epitaxial growth and optical studies of 
semiconductor nanowires with particular focus on implications and 
materials for solar energy applications. I wish I could show you a 
photo of a large scale nanowire solar cell device. However, the path 
of science is long, and this thesis does not contain any nanowire 
solar cell devices. I can only hope that the research in this thesis will 
contribute in some part along the way.

This back cover, thus, I would like to dedicate to the internship at 
Gaia Solar, where I spent 4 months of my PhD studies. There, among 
other topics, I investigated building integrated photovoltaics, where 
performance losses due to aesthetic changes need to be evaluated. I 
learnt about the solar cell market, real life solar module performance 
and manufacturing choices and challenges. I even got an opportunity 
to make solar panels with my own hands. The figure above is a multi-
crystalline Si solar panel that I designed and made myself as a present 
from the company for my work there.

Me with a Si solar panel 
made at Gaia Solar.
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